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Child welfare caseworkers can be an invaluable 
resource in helping communities respond to the 
human trafficking of children. Children involved 
with child welfare are at risk for being targeted 
by traffickers because of their potentially 
unstable living situations, physical distance from 
friends and family, traumatic experiences, and 
emotional vulnerability. Therefore, it is imperative 
that child welfare caseworkers be at the forefront 
of efforts to identify, respond to, and prevent 
human trafficking. This bulletin explores how 
caseworkers can identify and support children 
who have been victimized as well as children 
that are at greater risk for future victimization. 
It provides background information about the 
issue, strategies caseworkers can use to identify 
and support victims and potential victims, and 
tools and resources that can assist caseworkers.
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Child Welfare Information Gateway developed a 
companion guide to this publication to assist child 
welfare agencies in developing and coordinating 
a response to human trafficking. It includes a 
detailed discussion of Federal legislation and 
initiatives to address this issue. Human Trafficking 
and Child Welfare: A Guide for Child Welfare 
Agencies is available at https://www.childwelfare.¬
gov/pubs/trafficking-agencies.

Background
Although human trafficking is by no means a new issue, 
in recent years public agencies have strengthened 
their focus on its identification and prevention as well 
as treatment for its victims. The following provides 
information about the definitions of human trafficking, the 
scope of the problem, the connection with child welfare, 
risk factors, and the needs of its victims.

Definitions
Both U.S. citizens and foreign national children can be 
victims of human trafficking within the United States. 
Federal law generally categorizes severe forms of 
trafficking in persons into either labor trafficking or sex 
trafficking.

� Labor trafficking. Per the Trafficking Victims 
Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA), which is part of the 
Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 
2000 (P.L. 106-386), labor trafficking is the recruitment, 
harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a 
person for labor or services through the use of force, 
fraud, or coercion in order to subject that person to 
involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or 
slavery. The definition of labor trafficking in the TVPA 
does not distinguish between children and adults, 
which means that children also must encounter force, 
fraud, or coercion to be victims of labor trafficking. 
Examples of labor trafficking include agricultural or 
domestic service workers and travelling sales crews 
that force children to sell legal items (e.g., magazines) 
or illegal items (e.g., drugs).

� Sex trafficking. The TVPA, as amended, defines 
sex trafficking as “the recruitment, harboring, 
transportation, provision, obtaining, patronizing, or 
soliciting of a person for the purpose of commercial 
sex.” While adults must be compelled to perform 
commercial sex by force, fraud, or coercion in order 
for it to be considered a severe form of trafficking 
in persons, this is not the case for children. By law, 
children under the age of 18 who are induced to 
engage in a commercial sex act are considered victims 
of sex trafficking. In addition to a minor engaging 
in a sex act in exchange for money, examples of sex 
trafficking include a minor engaging in “survival” sex 
(i.e., the victim engages in sex in order to obtain basic 
needs such as food, shelter, or clothing, which are 
considered something of value) and participating in 
certain types of pornography.

Professionals in child welfare and related fields typically 
use the words “victims” or “survivors” to refer to 
individuals who have experienced or were experiencing 
human trafficking. The use of the term “victim” often has 
legal implications for foreign nationals in terms of their 
eligibility for services, legal standing, and rights, whereas 
the term “survivor” is frequently used to connote the 
strength and resilience of individuals who were exploited 
through human trafficking. Although the terms are 
sometimes used interchangeably in the field, this bulletin 
uses the term “victim” while still acknowledging the 
strength and resiliency of those who have been trafficked.

There are several common misperceptions about 
trafficking (Center for the Human Rights for Children & 
International Organization for Adolescents, 2011):

� Myth: Trafficking always involves transporting the 
victim across State, country, or other borders.
Reality: This is not included in the Federal definition 
of trafficking. An individual can be recruited and 
exploited for labor or commercial sex without having 
crossed any borders.

� Myth: All human trafficking victims in the United States 
are from other countries.
Reality: Trafficking victims may be U.S. citizens or 
foreign nationals.

https://www.childwelfare.gov
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� Myth: Individuals must be physically restrained or 
locked up to be a victim.
Reality: While some victims may be physically held by 
their trafficker, psychological means of control (e.g., 
trauma bonds, threats, coercion) are far more common. 

For more information about how States classify 
human trafficking, view Information Gateway’s 
Definitions of Human Trafficking at https://www.
childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/laws-policies/
statutes/definitions-trafficking/.

Scope of Human Trafficking
The exact number of child victims of human trafficking 
in the United States is unknown, and trying to determine 
the number is difficult. The number of exploited children 
or children at risk for exploitation varies widely from 
source to source, often due to differences in definitions 
and methodologies (Finklea, Fernandes-Alcantara, & 
Siskin, 2015). Challenges to data collection include victims 
of trafficking not self-identifying due to factors such as 
complex trauma, trauma bonds, and normalization of 
victimization. Additionally, victims may fear talking to 
authorities, distrust service providers, or may have been 
coached by their traffickers on what to say while talking 
to others. These factors, among others, often make it 
difficult for those screening for trafficking victims or 
collecting data to recognize victims. For a more thorough 
discussion of the issues surrounding data collection, see 
Chapter 2 of Confronting Commercial Sexual Exploitation 
and Sex Trafficking of Minors in the United States, a 
product of the National Academy of Science, at https://
www.ojjdp.gov/pubs/243838.pdf#page=58. 

Nonetheless, there are various studies and organizations 
that provide a glimpse at how many children may be 
victims of human trafficking.

� The National Human Trafficking Hotline, a resource 
supported by the Administration for Children and 
Families (ACF) within the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services (HHS), received reports for 5,544 

potential cases of human trafficking in 2015, with 1,621 
of those cases referencing minors. For all cases, 75 
percent involved sex trafficking, 13 percent involved 
labor trafficking, and 3 percent involved both types 
(National Human Trafficking Resource Center, 2016).

� One in six of the more than 18,500 children reported 
to the National Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children (2017a) as missing were the victims of child sex 
trafficking. 

It is important to remember that existing national 
data are not reliable indicators of the prevalence of 
human trafficking. The true prevalence of sex and labor 
trafficking is unknown, and most service providers believe 
that these statistics underestimate the scope of the 
problem.

Intersection With Child Welfare
Children in out-of-home care are at a particularly high risk 
of being trafficked. Estimating the number of trafficking 
victims who are or were involved with child welfare faces 
similar challenges to determining the overall number 
of victims, but many studies have shown a strong 
connection. A 2013 report by the HHS Administration on 
Children, Youth and Families cited a number of alarming 
statistics, including several studies showing that 50 to 
more than 90 percent of children who were victims of 
child sex trafficking had been involved with child welfare 
services (HHS, ACF, 2013). 

A background of abuse and trauma—coupled with the 
impermanence of foster care or congregate care—can 
make children in out-of-home care especially vulnerable. 
A number of research and newspaper articles have 
pointed to the fact that traffickers target children in 
foster care because of their increased vulnerability (see, 
for example, Menzel, 2013). Traffickers exploit the fact 
that children in foster care—or those who have run away 
from care—may not be having their familial, emotional, or 
basic needs met. The traffickers promise to meet those 
needs—often using psychological manipulation and 
financial incentives to woo them—and then use violence 
or physical control to retain and exploit them (Innocence 
Lost Working Group, 2010).
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Risk Factors
Victims of human trafficking are as diverse a group as any 
other child welfare population. They may be of any race or 
ethnicity, be U.S. citizens or foreign nationals, or identify 
with any sexual orientation or gender. Additionally, human 
trafficking can occur in any type of geography (e.g., rural, 
urban). 

Although there is not a comprehensive set of 
characteristics that define who will be a victim of human 
trafficking, there are factors that increase a child’s risk 
(HHS, ACF, Family and Youth Services Bureau [FYSB], 
2017; Child Welfare Capacity Building Collaborative, 2016; 
Greenbaum & Crawford-Jakubiak, 2015):

� History of maltreatment at home, especially sexual 
abuse

� Involvement with the child welfare or juvenile justice 
systems

� History of running away

� Homelessness

� Financial problems

� Inadequate family or other relationships

� Self or familial substance use or mental health 
problems

� Identification as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender 

� Unmet intangible needs (e.g., love, belonging, 
affection, protection)

� Low self-esteem

� Lack of identity

The preceding risk factors are not exhaustive, and a 
child’s experience with one or more of these factors is 
not a definite indication that they have been or will be 
trafficked. Additionally, the absence of these risk factors 
is not an indication that a child has not been trafficked 
or is not at risk of being trafficked. If your agency does 
not require screening for trafficking in all cases, you can 
use these risk factors as an informal way of assessing risk 
and determining if additional screening or assessment is 
necessary.

How Victims Are Recruited and 
Controlled by Perpetrators
There is no single pathway for how children become 
victims of human trafficking. Victims of human trafficking 
may be coerced by peers, recruited by traffickers 
directly in-person or online, abducted, or sold or forced 
by family members (Ijadi-Maghsoodi, Cook, Barnert, 
Gaboian, & Bath, 2016). Some may be groomed by 
perpetrators, whereby the perpetrator seeks vulnerable 
children and coerces them using a variety of methods, 
such as gifts and compliments, normalizing the 
exploitation, providing drugs or alcohol, or establishing 
intimate “relationships” with them. Caseworkers should 
remember, however, that no child chooses to be 
exploited (HHS, ACF, FYSB, 2016). It is a situation into 
which they have been forced, coerced, or tricked.

Children may be kept in exploitative situations through 
the use of physical force or violence (e.g., beatings, rape, 
imprisonment), psychological coercion and intimidation 
(e.g., fear of violence toward themselves or loved ones), 
or dependence on the trafficker for housing, money, 
food, and other basic needs, as well as substances to 
which the child may be addicted (at times due to the 
trafficker forcing the child to take them). Additionally, 
some children may develop an emotional connection 
with their traffickers, which is often referred to as trauma 
bonding or Stockholm syndrome (Hardy, Compton, & 
McPhatter, 2013). This trauma bond may cause the victim 
to support or protect the trafficker, which may make it 
difficult for child welfare personnel, law enforcement, or 
other service providers to assist the victim in escaping or 
receiving services or to prosecute the perpetrator. In 
some cases, victims who have been removed from their 
exploitive situations make attempts to re-establish 
emotional or physical contact with the perpetrator, 
going so far as running away from their care settings to 
be with them (West & Loeffler, 2015). When child welfare 
caseworkers are aware of these types of bonds and work 
with foster families and other care and service providers 
to address them, they will be better able to ensure 
children remain safe in their placements.
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Understanding Victim Needs
Children who have been victims of trafficking have many 
needs similar to those of children who enter the child 
welfare system because of substantiated abuse or neglect 
by their parents or caregivers. For instance, children who 
have been trafficked need health care, mental health 
services, a safe place to live, help with education, and 
facilitated reconnections with family members, when 
appropriate. These are discussed below, along with 
some of the aspects that distinguish trafficking victims’ 
needs from those of other children receiving child welfare 
services.

Physical health. Children who have been trafficked often 
have experienced physical abuse, neglect (including 
medical and dental neglect), emotional abuse, and sexual 
abuse. Associated with this abuse, they may suffer from 
broken bones and other untreated internal and external 
injuries; sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV; 
and malnutrition. Their overall health may show the 
consequences of long periods of poor or no medical 
or dental care. Child welfare caseworkers can help by 
ensuring that victims have access to medical screenings 
and treatment to address both immediate and long-term 
concerns. Connecting with a trauma-informed health-care 
provider who has experience with victims of trafficking 
may also provide reassurance to victims who may be 
reluctant to seek care.

Behavioral health. Children who have been trafficked 
often have an array of complex behavioral health needs. 
Victims may have experienced regular beatings, sexual 
assault, and other acts of violence. Most children who 
have been trafficked have a need for long-term, intensive 
behavioral health services that can help them move 
forward into a new, healthier life. Studies have identified 
a number of mental health symptoms associated with 
trafficking, including posttraumatic stress disorder, panic 
attacks, obsessive-compulsive disorder, generalized 
anxiety disorder, major depressive disorder, dissociative 
disorders, and substance use (Williamson, Dutch, & 
Clawson, 2010). Screening by qualified behavioral health 
providers who have experience with youth who have been 
trafficked can be the first step to getting help. Screening 

can help determine the type of therapy that might be 
most useful, and child welfare workers can facilitate 
access to treatment providers. 

Housing. Children who have been trafficked and come 
into the care of child welfare almost always have an 
immediate need for a safe place to live. Their background 
may make them particularly vulnerable in a traditional 
foster care setting, and many foster families may be 
unprepared to parent a child who has been trafficked. 
Some localities have developed specialized foster home 
programs or provide training to foster parents about 
issues affecting victims of trafficking. Additionally, some 
shelters and group homes may develop their programs 
specifically for children who have been trafficked.  

Education. Children who have been trafficked may 
require educational screening and may also require 
remedial services. While some children may feel 
comfortable in a traditional school, others may prefer 
more nontraditional education options. Child welfare 
caseworkers can help by collecting records, exploring 
education options, and facilitating enrollment.

Employment. Youth who have been trafficked may need 
assistance obtaining employment, especially if they lack 
legal work experience or have not acquired a high school 
diploma or GED. They also may have been arrested for 
crimes committed while being trafficked, which could 
prevent them from passing background checks required 
for employment. Additionally, victims of sex trafficking 
may have had the experience of making a large amount of 
money in a short time period and may not view the pay in 
an entry-level position as a viable option (Lutnick, 2016). 
Caseworkers can seek out programs in their communities 
that connect youth with job training, job skills and 
application support, internships or externships, or other 
supports. 

Legal services. There are a number of circumstances 
that might require the child who has been trafficked to 
hire or otherwise secure legal assistance. Children need 
lawyers if they are charged with crimes as a result of their 
victimization. They may also need legal counsel to protect 
themselves from their pimps or traffickers or to establish 
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their legal identity. Some children involved with the justice 
system may require an attorney for victim advocacy, while 
those who are not citizens may require an immigration 
attorney.

Other needs. Youth who have been trafficked will often 
need help with basic life skills (e.g., opening a bank account, 
keeping medical records). For many, having a mentor or 
someone who is willing and available to provide guidance 
over the long term is often essential to ensure that the 
youth is able to pursue a life away from trafficking.

Working With Victims
Victims of human trafficking have already experienced 
a wide range of trauma and may be hesitant to speak 
with authorities, provide detailed information about their 
situations, or even self-identify as victims. To properly 
determine whether a child is a victim of human trafficking 
and which services they may need, caseworkers need to 
be able to build rapport and implement comprehensive 
screening tools. 

Building Rapport
Many of the same techniques and approaches to working 
with children involved with child welfare are applicable 
to working with children who are victims of human 
trafficking, such as active listening, being empathetic, 
using interpreters when necessary, being nonjudgmental, 
maintaining open body language, and mirroring the terms 
used by the child. There are some strategies to building 
trust and rapport, however, that may be particular to 
working with children who are victims of trafficking or that 
should be emphasized when working with them (Vera 
Institute of Justice, 2014; National Human Trafficking 
Resource Center, 2011; HHS, ACF, FYSB, 2017):

� Ensure the child feels safe and has his or her basic needs 
met

� Be prepared to build a relationship with the child over 
multiple meetings before he or she is ready to divulge 
details of the exploitation

� Recognize that many victims do not view themselves as 
victims

� Let the child know if you have experience with similar 
cases, as appropriate

� Be sensitive to any fears the child may have about 
retribution by the trafficker toward the child or the child’s 
family

� Ensure the child understands he or she is viewed as the 
victim and is not responsible for the exploitation or not 
leaving the situation

� Be aware that children who are victims of trafficking 
often are provided with a false story to tell authorities 
and are conditioned not to trust them

� Do not speak negatively about the exploiter, with whom 
the child may still have a complex relationship

Caseworkers can apply these techniques throughout their 
time with children who are victims of human trafficking—
or who are potential victims—including during intake, 
screening, investigation, and service provision. Additionally, 
caseworkers can partner with other organizations and 
individuals that may already have developed a trusting 
relationship with the victims, such as drop-in centers, sexual 
violence advocates, and survivor-led organizations. This may 
help victims, who may be distrustful of authority figures, 
develop a rapport with caseworkers.

A potential barrier to caseworkers building rapport is that 
some victims of human trafficking actively try to avoid 
contact with the child welfare system. Some victims of 
human trafficking have had previous negative experiences 
with child welfare and do not want to be involved again 
(Gibbs, Walters, Lutnick, Miller, & Kluckman, 2014). Even 
victims who have no previous child welfare involvement 
may view it as a system that will not improve their situations 
(Lutnick, 2016). Some victims may have been instructed 
by their traffickers to avoid the child welfare system or 
coached on what to say if they encounter representatives 
of the system. They may withhold information from child 
welfare caseworkers or other service providers in order 
to evade a child maltreatment report or to thwart a child 
welfare investigation. Similarly, child victims may avoid 
contact with shelters or other social services so they do not 
have to provide information that may attract the attention 
of the child welfare system (Gibbs, Walters, Lutnick, Miller, 
& Kluckman, 2015). This potential avoidance highlights the 
importance of caseworkers building trust with victims and 
assuring them that they can provide help and support. 
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Resources to Assist With 
Identifying Victims and Building 
Relationships
The following resources each offer screening tools 
applicable to child victims of human trafficking as 
well as tips for building rapport and interviewing 
victims:

� Comprehensive Human Trafficking Assessment 
(National Human Trafficking Resource Center): 
https://humantraffickinghotline.org/sites/
default/files/Comprehensive%20
Trafficking%20Assessment.pdf

� Rapid Screening Tool for Child Trafficking and 
Comprehensive Screening and Safety Tool for 
Child Trafficking (Center for the Human Rights 
for Children and the International Organization 
for Adolescents [IOFA]): http://www.luc.edu/
media/lucedu/chrc/pdfs/BCWRHandbook2011.
pdf#page=50

� Screening for Human Trafficking: Guidelines for 
Administering the Trafficking Victim 
Identification Tool (TVIT) (Vera Institute of 
Justice): https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/
grants/246713.pdf

� Intervene: Identifying and Responding to 
America’s Prostituted Youth (Shared Hope 
International) 
https://www.thresholdglobalworks.com/pdfs/
sex-trafficking-guide.pdf

A more comprehensive list of screening tools is 
available in the Child Welfare Capacity Building 
Collaborative publication titled Identifying Minors 
and Young People Exploited Through Sex 
Trafficking: A Resource for Child Welfare Agencies 
at http://go.usa.gov/x92Md. 

Identifying Victims
Many screening tools exist to help caseworkers and other 
professionals determine whether a child is the victim of 
human trafficking. Screening tools may be standalone and 
specific to human trafficking (sex, labor, or both), or they 
may be universal or broader tools that have questions 
related to trafficking. In a recent study by Casey Family 
Programs (2014), only 44 percent of respondents indicated 
their agencies had a policy to address child victims of sex 
trafficking. 

It is also important to know the potential indicators of 
sex or labor trafficking so that you can be aware of the 
possibility of a child being a victim even when you are 
not administering a formal screening. The following 
are examples of indicators of possible sex and/or labor 
trafficking (Center for the Human Rights for Children & 
IOFA, 2011; National Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children, 2017b):

� Is not allowed to speak while alone or seeks another’s 
approval before answering 

� Appears to have been coached about how to speak 
with law enforcement or other authorities

� Does not possess identification or lies about identity

� Describes inconsistent life events

� Cannot provide evidence of a legal guardian

� Is not enrolled in school

� Works long hours

� Uses terms related to sex work (e.g., “daddy,” “the 
life”)

� Possesses hotel keys, large amounts of money, or 
multiple cell phones

� Describes multiple unexplained trips to other cities or 
States

� Lives with employer or other “employees”

� Is paid little or nothing for work or services provided

� Mentions that “pay” goes toward a debt to 
“employer,” fees for travel, or housing provided by 
employer
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For a more complete set of indicators, refer to Building 
Child Welfare Response to Child Trafficking, which was 
developed by the Center for the Human Rights for 
Children at Loyola University Chicago and IOFA. The 
publication is available at http://www.luc.edu/media/
lucedu/chrc/pdfs/BCWRHandbook2011.pdf#page=40. 
For a glossary of sex trafficking-related terms that 
caseworkers may hear when talking with clients, visit the 
Shared Hope International website at http://sharedhope.
org/the-problem/trafficking-terms/.

Children Running Away From Foster Care
Children who have runaway, as well as those who are homeless, face an increased risk of becoming victims of 
trafficking (Countryman-Roswurm & Bolin, 2014). On September 30, 2015, more than 4,600 children in foster care 
were classified as having run away from placement (HHS, ACF, Children’s Bureau, 2016). Caseworkers should be 
aware of any protocols at their agency regarding steps to take in case a child in care runs away or is suspected of 
running away. Federal law requires agencies to have procedures in place to locate children missing from foster 
care and determine what the child experienced (e.g., trafficking) while away from care. It also requires agencies 
to report to law enforcement, within 24 hours, information on children who have been missing or abducted so it 
can be entered into the National Crime Information Center database of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

A study of youth in foster care who had run away found that youth typically run away because they want to be 
with family or friends or they dislike their placements, often due to wanting more freedom, trust, respect, and 
fewer rules (Pergamit & Ernst, 2011). The study also reported that youth often do not feel supported by their 
caseworkers and believed that caseworkers should visit them more and take additional time to talk with the 
youth and understand their points of view, including why they may be displeased with their current placements.

Caseworkers also can help support foster parents, as well as residential center staff, who care for victims of 
trafficking. They can ensure care providers are aware of the unique experiences and needs of children who have 
been trafficked and know how to react if they suspect a child has run away from care.

The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children has a microsite devoted to children missing from care. 
It includes information about how to report a missing child to the center. To view the site, visit http://cmfc.
missingkids.org/home. 
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Connecting Victims With Services
After determining a child is a victim of human trafficking, 
it is imperative for caseworkers to connect the child 
with services that can meet their complex needs. 
Caseworkers should seek out services and supports 
within their agencies and in the community that can meet 
the short- and long-term needs of this population. Two 
obstacles facing caseworkers, however, are the scant 
evidence base about how to serve this population and 
the lack of effective and available services (Institute of 
Medicine & National Research Council, 2013). Frequently, 
when services are available in communities, they are not 
specialized for victims of human trafficking.

The following information may help caseworkers when 
seeking out available resources or working with service 
providers to establish effective supports: 

� Although trauma-informed services were not 
necessarily developed for trafficking victims and have 
not been evaluated thoroughly for this population, 
many professionals believe they are critical to 
successful interventions with trafficking victims (Hardy, 
Compton, & McPhatter, 2013). Caseworkers should 
ensure that service providers use trauma-informed 
practices and are knowledgeable of issues related to 
trafficking.

� Children and service providers may not agree about 
what are the child’s most pressing needs. For example, 
a provider may view mental health services as the 
foremost need, but the child may prioritize “survival” 
needs, such as food, housing, and employment 
(Lutnick, 2016).

� Children are more likely to utilize services when they 
are provided in-house (i.e., where the child is placed) or 
are co-located with other services (Gibbs et al., 2015). 
This is particularly important because children may 
leave a service program if the services they desire are 
not immediately available (Lutnick, 2016).

� Children who have been trafficked often desire 
independence or view any restrictions placed on them 
as reducing freedoms to which they may have become 
accustomed (West & Loeffler, 2015). They may view 
these restrictions, including those designed to keep 
them safe, as being punitive, which could increase 
noncompliance or decreased utilization. One strategy 
to ameliorate this belief is to empower victims to be 
partners in their case planning. 

This material may be freely reproduced and distributed. However, when doing so, please credit Child Welfare Information Gateway. 
This publication is available online at https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubs/trafficking-caseworkers.
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Human Trafficking Training for 
Caseworkers
A variety of training resources about human 
trafficking, including supporting victims, are 
available online. The following training resources 
may be of particular interest to child welfare 
professionals:

� Capacity Building Center for States: Multiple 
trainings (free registration required) and 
webinars on a variety of human trafficking 
topics (https://capacity.childwelfare.gov/states/
focus-areas/preventing-sex-trafficking/) 

� Florida Center for Child Welfare: Multiple 
trainings on a range of human trafficking topics 
(http://centerforchildwelfare.fmhi.usf.edu/
SexualExploitation/SexualExploitation.shtml)

� National Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children: Multiple trainings on a range 
of human trafficking topics (http://www.
missingkids.com/NCMECUniversity)

� National Human Trafficking Hotline: 
Assortment of trainings on issues related to 
human trafficking (https://
humantraffickinghotline.org/
nhtrc-hhs-online-trainings) 

� National Human Trafficking Training and 
Technical Assistance Center: Training and 
technical assistance to inform and enhance the 
public health response to human trafficking 
(https://www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/training/nhttac) 

� Postgraduate Institute for Medicine and U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services: 
Links to register for the S.O.A.R. (Stop, 
Observe, and Respond to Human Trafficking) 
training  (https://www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/
training/soar-to-health-and-wellness-training)

Working With Other Systems
Preventing, identifying, and responding to human 
trafficking requires a multidisciplinary, communitywide 
approach. It is beyond the scope of a child welfare agency 
to serve all the needs victims of human trafficking may 
have. Any group or professional that comes into contact 
with children is a potential partner, but common partners 
in collaborations addressing the trafficking of children 
include law enforcement, district attorneys’ offices, 
juvenile justice agencies, court personnel, guardians 
ad litem, educators, health-care and behavioral health 
providers, policymakers, and community members, as 
well as survivors of human trafficking. 

Knowing that you will need to coordinate with multiple 
service providers and agencies, it is important to be 
familiar with your agency’s confidentiality and information-
sharing policies. Some jurisdictions have established 
task forces or other groups to help develop and enhance 
relationships among staff from multiple agencies and 
organizations. These teams can help coordinate services 
for individual cases as well as set up a framework for 
addressing and preventing trafficking on a community-
wide level. The Office for Victims of Crime Training and 
Technical Assistance Center within the U.S. Department of 
Justice developed a guide to assist agencies in creating 
and coordinating human trafficking task forces. The guide 
is available at https://www.ovcttac.gov/taskforceguide/
eguide/. Jurisdictions also may use multidisciplinary 
teams during the investigation of maltreatment, including 
trafficking, and utilize forensic interviewing techniques 
to gather information in a legally defensible manner. For 
more information about forensic interviewing, refer to 
Information Gateway’s Forensic Interviewing: A Primer for 
Child Welfare Professionals at https://www.childwelfare.
gov/pubs/factsheets/forensicinterviewing/.

This material may be freely reproduced and distributed. However, when doing so, please credit Child Welfare Information Gateway. 
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Conclusion
The scourge of human trafficking has recently garnered 
greater attention from social service providers, law 
enforcement, and the general public. Agencies and 
communities across the nation have been developing 
or enhancing their response to human trafficking, and 
research on the detrimental effects of trafficking and 
treatments to address them is growing. Child welfare 
professionals can play an essential role in identifying child 
victims of human trafficking and coordinating services 
that can support them. They can also assist in helping 
service and care providers better understand victims’ 
experiences and the complex trauma they may face. 

Additional Resources
� Human Trafficking (Child Welfare Information Gateway)

https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/
trafficking/

� Polaris [website]
https://polarisproject.org/

� National Center for Missing and Exploited Children 
[website]
http://www.missingkids.com

� Human Trafficking Awareness Month (National Child 
Traumatic Stress Network) 
http://www.nctsn.org/resources/public-awareness/
human-trafficking
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The growing awareness of human trafficking in 
the United States and abroad requires government 
and human services agencies to reevaluate old 
policies and develop new ones for identifying and 
serving victims. Due to their potentially unstable 
living situations, physical distance from friends 
and family, traumatic experiences, and emotional 
vulnerability, children involved with child welfare 
are at risk for being targeted by traffickers who 
are actively seeking children1 to exploit. Therefore, 
it is imperative that child welfare agencies be at 
the forefront of the response to and prevention of 
human trafficking. Additionally, recent Federal 
legislation established new requirements for 
child welfare agencies related to identifying and 
serving minor victims of human trafficking. 
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#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY¬HAS¬DEVELOPED¬
A¬COMPANION¬GUIDE¬TO¬THIS¬PUBLICATION¬TO¬ASSIST¬
CHILD¬WELFARE¬CASEWORKERS�¬Human Trafficking 
and Child Welfare: A Guide for Caseworkers IS¬
AVAILABLE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�
TRAFFICKINGCASEWORKERS�

Background
!LTHOUGH¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬IS¬BY¬NO¬MEANS¬A¬NEW¬ISSUE�¬
IN¬RECENT¬YEARS¬PUBLIC¬AGENCIES¬HAVE¬STRENGTHENED¬
THEIR¬FOCUS¬ON¬ITS¬IDENTIFICATION¬AND¬PREVENTION¬AS¬WELL¬
AS¬TREATMENT¬FOR¬ITS¬VICTIMS�¬4HE¬FOLLOWING¬PROVIDES¬
INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬THE¬DEFINITIONS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬
THE¬SCOPE¬OF¬THE¬PROBLEM�¬AND¬THE¬CONNECTION¬WITH¬CHILD¬
WELFARE�

Definitions
"OTH¬5�3�¬CITIZENS¬AND¬FOREIGN¬NATIONAL¬CHILDREN¬CAN¬BE¬
VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬WITHIN¬THE¬5NITED¬3TATES�¬
&EDERAL¬LAW¬GENERALLY¬CATEGORIZES¬SEVERE¬FORMS¬OF¬
TRAFFICKING¬IN¬PERSONS¬INTO¬EITHER¬LABOR¬TRAFFICKING¬OR¬SEX¬
TRAFFICKING�

� Labor trafficking. 0ER¬THE¬4RAFFICKING¬6ICTIMS¬
0ROTECTION¬!CT¬OF¬����¬�460!	�¬WHICH¬IS¬PART¬OF¬THE¬
6ICTIMS¬OF¬4RAFFICKING¬AND¬6IOLENCE¬0ROTECTION¬!CT¬OF¬
����¬�0�,�¬������	�¬LABOR¬TRAFFICKING¬IS¬THE¬RECRUITMENT�¬
HARBORING�¬TRANSPORTATION�¬PROVISION�¬OR¬OBTAINING¬OF¬A¬
PERSON¬FOR¬LABOR¬OR¬SERVICES¬THROUGH¬THE¬USE¬OF¬FORCE�¬
FRAUD�¬OR¬COERCION¬IN¬ORDER¬TO¬SUBJECT¬THAT¬PERSON¬TO¬
INVOLUNTARY¬SERVITUDE�¬PEONAGE�¬DEBT¬BONDAGE�¬OR¬
SLAVERY�¬4HE¬DEFINITION¬OF¬LABOR¬TRAFFICKING¬IN¬THE¬460!¬

DOES¬NOT¬DISTINGUISH¬BETWEEN¬CHILDREN¬AND¬ADULTS�¬
WHICH¬MEANS¬THAT¬CHILDREN¬ALSO¬MUST¬ENCOUNTER¬FORCE�¬
FRAUD�¬OR¬COERCION¬TO¬BE¬VICTIMS¬OF¬LABOR¬TRAFFICKING�¬
%XAMPLES¬OF¬LABOR¬TRAFFICKING¬INCLUDE¬AGRICULTURAL¬OR¬
DOMESTIC¬SERVICE¬WORKERS¬AND¬TRAVELLING¬SALES¬CREWS¬
THAT¬FORCE¬CHILDREN¬TO¬SELL¬LEGAL¬ITEMS¬�E�G��¬MAGAZINES	¬
OR¬ILLEGAL¬ITEMS¬�E�G��¬DRUGS	�

� Sex trafficking. 4HE¬460!�¬AS¬AMENDED�¬DEFINES¬
SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬AS¬hTHE¬RECRUITMENT�¬HARBORING�¬
TRANSPORTATION�¬PROVISION�¬OBTAINING�¬PATRONIZING¬OR¬
SOLICITING¬OF¬A¬PERSON¬FOR¬THE¬PURPOSE¬OF¬COMMERCIAL¬
SEX�v¬7HILE¬ADULTS¬MUST¬BE¬COMPELLED¬TO¬PERFORM¬
COMMERCIAL¬SEX¬BY¬FORCE�¬FRAUD�¬OR¬COERCION¬IN¬ORDER¬
FOR¬IT¬TO¬BE¬CONSIDERED¬A¬SEVERE¬FORM¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬
IN¬PERSONS�¬THIS¬IS¬NOT¬THE¬CASE¬FOR¬CHILDREN�¬"Y¬LAW�¬
CHILDREN¬UNDER¬THE¬AGE¬OF¬��¬WHO¬ARE¬INDUCED¬TO¬
ENGAGE¬IN¬A¬COMMERCIAL¬SEX¬ACT¬ARE¬CONSIDERED¬VICTIMS¬
OF¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING�¬)N¬ADDITION¬TO¬A¬MINOR¬ENGAGING¬
IN¬A¬SEX¬ACT¬IN¬EXCHANGE¬FOR¬MONEY�¬EXAMPLES¬OF¬SEX¬
TRAFFICKING¬INCLUDE¬A¬MINOR¬ENGAGING¬IN¬hSURVIVALv¬
SEX¬�I�E��¬THE¬VICTIM¬ENGAGES¬IN¬SEX¬IN¬ORDER¬TO¬OBTAIN¬
BASIC¬NEEDS¬SUCH¬AS¬FOOD�¬SHELTER�¬OR¬CLOTHING�¬WHICH¬
ARE¬CONSIDERED¬SOMETHING¬OF¬VALUE	¬OR¬PARTICIPATING¬IN¬
CERTAIN¬TYPES¬OF¬PORNOGRAPHY�

0ROFESSIONALS¬IN¬THE¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AND¬RELATED¬FIELDS¬
TYPICALLY¬USE¬BOTH¬THE¬WORDS¬hVICTIMSv¬AND¬hSURVIVORSv¬
TO¬REFER¬TO¬INDIVIDUALS¬WHO¬HAVE¬EXPERIENCED¬OR¬ARE¬
EXPERIENCING¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬4HE¬USE¬OF¬THE¬TERM¬
hVICTIMv¬HAS¬LEGAL¬IMPLICATIONS¬FOR¬FOREIGN¬NATIONALS¬IN¬
TERMS¬OF¬THEIR¬ELIGIBILITY¬FOR¬SERVICES�¬LEGAL¬STANDING�¬AND¬
RIGHTS�¬WHEREAS¬THE¬TERM¬hSURVIVORv¬IS¬FREQUENTLY¬USED¬TO¬
CONNOTE¬THE¬STRENGTH¬AND¬RESILIENCE¬OF¬INDIVIDUALS¬WHO¬
WERE¬EXPLOITED¬THROUGH¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬!LTHOUGH¬
THE¬TERMS¬ARE¬SOMETIMES¬USED¬INTERCHANGEABLY¬IN¬THE¬
FIELD�¬THIS¬BULLETIN¬USES¬THE¬TERM¬hVICTIMv¬WHILE¬STILL¬
ACKNOWLEDGING¬THE¬STRENGTH¬AND¬RESILIENCY¬OF¬THOSE¬WHO¬
HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED�¬)NDIVIDUAL¬VICTIMS¬MAY¬HAVE¬THEIR¬
OWN¬PREFERENCE¬FOR¬HOW¬THEY¬WOULD¬LIKE¬TO¬BE¬DESCRIBED�

4HIS¬BULLETIN¬IS¬INTENDED¬FOR¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCY¬
LEADERSHIP¬AND¬EXPLORES¬HOW¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCIES¬CAN¬
SUPPORT¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬VICTIMIZED¬AS¬WELL¬AS¬
CHILDREN¬THAT¬ARE¬AT¬GREATER¬RISK¬FOR¬FUTURE¬VICTIMIZATION�¬
)T¬PROVIDES¬BACKGROUND¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬THE¬ISSUE�¬
INCLUDING¬ITS¬SCOPE¬AND¬RELEVANT¬LEGISLATION¬AND¬INITIATIVES�¬
AND¬STRATEGIES¬THAT¬AGENCIES¬CAN¬IMPLEMENT¬TO¬ADDRESS¬
THE¬TRAFFICKING¬OF¬CHILDREN�¬3TATE¬AND¬LOCAL¬POLICY¬AND¬
PROGRAM¬EXAMPLES¬ALSO¬ARE¬PROVIDED�

https://www.childwelfare.gov
https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubs/trafficking-agencies
https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubs/trafficking-caseworkers
https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubs/trafficking-caseworkers
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4HERE¬ARE¬SEVERAL¬COMMON¬MISPERCEPTIONS¬ABOUT¬
TRAFFICKING¬�#ENTER¬FOR¬THE¬(UMAN¬2IGHTS¬FOR¬#HILDREN¬�¬
)NTERNATIONAL¬/RGANIZATION¬FOR¬!DOLESCENTS�¬����	�

� Myth: 4RAFFICKING¬ALWAYS¬INVOLVES¬TRANSPORTING¬
THE¬VICTIM¬ACROSS¬3TATE�¬COUNTRY�¬OR¬OTHER¬BORDERS�
Reality: 4HIS¬IS¬NOT¬INCLUDED¬IN¬THE¬&EDERAL¬DEFINITION¬
OF¬TRAFFICKING�¬!N¬INDIVIDUAL¬CAN¬BE¬RECRUITED¬AND¬
EXPLOITED¬FOR¬LABOR¬OR¬COMMERCIAL¬SEX¬WITHOUT¬HAVING¬
CROSSED¬ANY¬BORDERS�

� Myth: !LL¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS¬IN¬THE¬5NITED¬3TATES¬
ARE¬FROM¬OTHER¬COUNTRIES�
Reality: 4RAFFICKING¬VICTIMS¬MAY¬BE¬5�3�¬CITIZENS¬OR¬
FOREIGN¬NATIONALS�

� Myth:¬)NDIVIDUALS¬MUST¬BE¬PHYSICALLY¬RESTRAINED¬OR¬
LOCKED¬UP¬TO¬BE¬A¬VICTIM�
Reality:¬7HILE¬SOME¬VICTIMS¬MAY¬BE¬PHYSICALLY¬HELD¬BY¬
THEIR¬TRAFFICKER�¬PSYCHOLOGICAL¬MEANS¬OF¬CONTROL¬�E�G��¬
TRAUMA¬BONDS�¬THREATS�¬COERCION	¬ARE¬FAR¬MORE¬COMMON�

&OR¬MORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬HOW¬3TATES¬CLASSIFY¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬VIEW¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�S¬
Definitions of Human Trafficking¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�
CHILDWELFARE�GOV�TOPICS�SYSTEMWIDE�LAWSPOLICIES�
STATUTES�DEFINITIONSTRAFFICKING��

Scope of Human Trafficking
4HE¬EXACT¬NUMBER¬OF¬CHILD¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬
IN¬THE¬5NITED¬3TATES¬IS¬UNKNOWN�¬AND¬TRYING¬TO¬DETERMINE¬
THE¬NUMBER¬IS¬DIFFICULT�¬4HE¬NUMBER¬OF¬EXPLOITED¬CHILDREN¬
OR¬CHILDREN¬AT¬RISK¬FOR¬EXPLOITATION¬VARIES¬WIDELY¬FROM¬
SOURCE¬TO¬SOURCE�¬OFTEN¬DUE¬TO¬DIFFERENCES¬IN¬DEFINITIONS¬
AND¬METHODOLOGIES¬�&INKLEA�¬&ERNANDES!LCANTARA�¬�¬
3ISKIN�¬����	�¬#HALLENGES¬TO¬DATA¬COLLECTION¬INCLUDE¬VICTIMS¬
OF¬TRAFFICKING¬NOT¬SELFIDENTIFYING¬DUE¬TO¬FACTORS¬SUCH¬AS¬
COMPLEX¬TRAUMA�¬TRAUMA¬BONDS�¬AND¬NORMALIZATION¬OF¬
VICTIMIZATION�¬!DDITIONALLY�¬VICTIMS¬MAY¬FEAR¬TALKING¬TO¬
AUTHORITIES�¬DISTRUST¬SERVICE¬PROVIDERS�¬OR¬MAY¬HAVE¬BEEN¬
COACHED¬BY¬THEIR¬TRAFFICKERS¬ON¬WHAT¬TO¬SAY¬WHILE¬TALKING¬
TO¬OTHERS�¬4HESE¬FACTORS�¬AMONG¬OTHERS�¬OFTEN¬MAKE¬IT¬
DIFFICULT¬FOR¬THOSE¬SCREENING¬FOR¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS¬OR¬

COLLECTING¬DATA¬TO¬RECOGNIZE¬VICTIMS�¬&OR¬A¬MORE¬THOROUGH¬
DISCUSSION¬OF¬THE¬ISSUES¬SURROUNDING¬DATA¬COLLECTION�¬SEE¬
#HAPTER¬�¬OF Confronting Commercial Sexual Exploitation 
and Sex Trafficking of Minors in the United States,¬A¬
PRODUCT¬OF¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬!CADEMY¬OF¬3CIENCE�¬AT¬HTTPS���
WWW�OJJDP�GOV�PUBS��������PDF�PAGE����¬

.ONETHELESS�¬THERE¬ARE¬VARIOUS¬STUDIES¬AND¬ORGANIZATIONS¬
THAT¬PROVIDE¬A¬GLIMPSE¬AT¬HOW¬MANY¬CHILDREN¬MAY¬BE¬
VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�

� 4HE¬.ATIONAL¬(UMAN¬4RAFFICKING¬(OTLINE�¬A¬RESOURCE¬
SUPPORTED¬BY¬THE¬!DMINISTRATION¬FOR¬#HILDREN¬AND¬
&AMILIES¬�!#&	¬WITHIN¬THE¬5�3�¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬(EALTH¬
AND¬(UMAN¬3ERVICES¬�((3	�¬RECEIVED¬REPORTS¬FOR¬�����¬
POTENTIAL¬CASES¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬IN¬�����¬WITH¬�����¬
OF¬THOSE¬CASES¬REFERENCING¬MINORS�¬&OR¬ALL¬CASES�¬��¬
PERCENT¬INVOLVED¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING�¬��¬PERCENT¬INVOLVED¬
LABOR¬TRAFFICKING�¬AND¬�¬PERCENT¬INVOLVED¬BOTH¬TYPES¬
�.ATIONAL¬(UMAN¬4RAFFICKING¬2ESOURCE¬#ENTER�¬����	�

� /NE¬IN¬SIX¬OF¬THE¬MORE¬THAN¬������¬CHILDREN¬REPORTED¬
TO¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬#ENTER¬FOR¬-ISSING¬AND¬%XPLOITED¬
#HILDREN¬�����	¬AS¬MISSING¬WERE¬THE¬VICTIMS¬OF¬CHILD¬SEX¬
TRAFFICKING�¬¬

)T¬IS¬IMPORTANT¬TO¬REMEMBER¬THAT¬EXISTING¬NATIONAL¬
DATA¬ARE¬NOT¬RELIABLE¬INDICATORS¬OF¬THE¬PREVALENCE¬OF¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬4HE¬TRUE¬PREVALENCE¬OF¬SEX¬AND¬LABOR¬
TRAFFICKING¬IS¬UNKNOWN�¬AND¬MOST¬SERVICE¬PROVIDERS¬BELIEVE¬
THAT¬THESE¬STATISTICS¬UNDERESTIMATE¬THE¬SCOPE¬OF¬THE¬
PROBLEM�

4HERE¬ARE¬SEVERAL¬&EDERAL¬INITIATIVES¬TO¬COLLECT¬DATA¬ON¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS�¬&OR¬EXAMPLE�¬((3¬IS¬SPONSORING¬
THE¬(UMAN¬4RAFFICKING¬$ATA¬#OLLECTION¬0ROJECT¬TO¬INFORM¬
THE¬DEVELOPMENT¬OF¬AN¬INTEGRATED¬DATACOLLECTION¬
PLATFORM¬THAT¬CAN¬BE¬USED¬ACROSS¬((3¬PROGRAMS¬AND¬THAT¬
WILL¬HELP¬ASSESS¬SERVICE¬NEEDS¬AND¬VICTIM¬TRENDS�¬�&OR¬
MORE¬INFORMATION�¬VISIT¬THE¬((3¬WEBSITE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�
ACF�HHS�GOV�OTIP�RESEARCHPOLICY�RESEARCHANDDATA�	¬
!DDITIONALLY�¬THE¬"UREAU¬OF¬*USTICE¬3TATISTICS¬WITHIN¬THE¬
5�3�¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬*USTICE¬�$/*	¬MAINTAINS¬THE¬(UMAN¬
4RAFFICKING¬2EPORTING¬3YSTEM�¬WHICH¬TRACKS¬INVESTIGATIONS¬
OF¬ALLEGED¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬REPORTED¬BY¬FEDERALLY¬FUNDED¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬TASK¬FORCES�

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/laws-policies/statutes/definitions-trafficking/
https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/laws-policies/statutes/definitions-trafficking/
https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/laws-policies/statutes/definitions-trafficking/
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Intersection With Child Welfare
#HILDREN¬IN¬OUTOFHOME¬CARE¬ARE¬AT¬A¬PARTICULARLY¬HIGH¬RISK¬
OF¬BEING¬TRAFFICKED�¬%STIMATING¬THE¬NUMBER¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬
VICTIMS¬WHO¬ARE¬OR¬WERE¬INVOLVED¬WITH¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬FACES¬
SIMILAR¬CHALLENGES¬TO¬DETERMINING¬THE¬OVERALL¬NUMBER¬
OF¬VICTIMS�¬BUT¬MANY¬STUDIES¬HAVE¬SHOWN¬A¬STRONG¬
CONNECTION�¬!¬����¬REPORT¬BY¬THE¬((3¬!DMINISTRATION¬ON¬
#HILDREN�¬9OUTH¬AND¬&AMILIES¬�!#9&	¬CITED¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬
ALARMING¬STATISTICS�¬INCLUDING¬SEVERAL¬STUDIES¬SHOWING¬THAT¬
��¬TO¬MORE¬THAN¬��¬PERCENT¬OF¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬WERE¬VICTIMS¬
OF¬CHILD¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬HAD¬BEEN¬INVOLVED¬WITH¬CHILD¬
WELFARE¬SERVICES¬�((3�¬!#&�¬����	�

!¬BACKGROUND¬OF¬ABUSE¬AND¬TRAUMA�COUPLED¬WITH¬THE¬
IMPERMANENCE¬OF¬FOSTER¬CARE¬OR¬CONGREGATE¬CARE�CAN¬
MAKE¬CHILDREN¬IN¬OUTOFHOME¬CARE¬ESPECIALLY¬VULNERABLE�¬
!¬NUMBER¬OF¬RESEARCH¬AND¬NEWSPAPER¬ARTICLES¬HAVE¬
POINTED¬TO¬THE¬FACT¬THAT¬TRAFFICKERS¬TARGET¬CHILDREN¬IN¬
FOSTER¬CARE¬BECAUSE¬OF¬THEIR¬INCREASED¬VULNERABILITY¬�SEE�¬
FOR¬EXAMPLE�¬-ENZEL�¬����	�¬4RAFFICKERS¬EXPLOIT¬THE¬FACT¬
THAT¬CHILDREN¬IN¬FOSTER¬CARE�OR¬THOSE¬WHO¬HAVE¬RUN¬AWAY¬
FROM¬CARE�MAY¬NOT¬BE¬HAVING¬THEIR¬FAMILIAL�¬EMOTIONAL�¬OR¬
BASIC¬NEEDS¬MET�¬4HE¬TRAFFICKERS¬PROMISE¬TO¬MEET¬THOSE¬
NEEDS�AT¬TIMES¬EMPLOYING¬PSYCHOLOGICAL¬MANIPULATION¬
AND¬FINANCIAL¬INCENTIVES¬TO¬WOO¬THEM�AND¬THEN¬USE¬
VIOLENCE�¬DRUGS�¬OR¬PHYSICAL¬CONTROL¬TO¬RETAIN¬AND¬EXPLOIT¬
THEM¬�)NNOCENCE¬,OST¬7ORKING¬'ROUP�¬����	�

2ECENT¬&EDERAL¬LEGISLATION¬HAS¬ESTABLISHED¬MANDATES¬FOR¬
3TATES¬TO¬COLLECT¬ADDITIONAL¬DATA¬ABOUT¬CHILDREN¬INVOLVED¬
WITH¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬WHO¬ARE¬KNOWN¬OR¬SUSPECTED¬VICTIMS¬OF¬
SEX¬TRAFFICKING�¬

Federal Legislation and Initiatives
4HE¬&EDERAL¬'OVERNMENT¬HAS¬BEEN¬HIGHLY¬INVOLVED¬IN¬
DIRECTING¬A¬COORDINATED¬RESPONSE¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬
/VER¬THE¬PAST¬��¬YEARS�¬SEVERAL¬MAJOR¬PIECES¬OF¬LEGISLATION¬
HAVE¬BEEN¬ENACTED¬TO¬ADDRESS¬THIS¬AREA�¬!DDITIONALLY�¬THE¬
7HITE¬(OUSE¬AND¬&EDERAL¬DEPARTMENTS¬AND¬AGENCIES¬HAVE¬
UNDERTAKEN¬COLLABORATIVE¬AND¬INDIVIDUAL¬EFFORTS¬TO¬SUPPORT¬
VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬BOLSTER¬THE¬&EDERAL¬
RESPONSE�

Federal Legislation Regarding Human 
Trafficking
460!¬WAS¬THE¬FIRST¬COMPREHENSIVE¬PIECE¬OF¬&EDERAL¬LAW¬
TO¬ADDRESS¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬�0OLARIS¬0ROJECT�¬����	�¬4HE¬
460!¬AND¬ITS¬SUBSEQUENT¬REAUTHORIZATIONS¬IN¬�����¬�����¬
�����¬AND¬����¬LAID¬THE¬FOUNDATION¬FOR¬VARIOUS¬PREVENTION�¬
PROTECTION�¬AND¬PROSECUTION¬STRATEGIES¬REGARDING¬HUMAN¬
TRAFFICKING�¬4HE¬FOLLOWING¬ARE¬EXAMPLES¬OF¬KEY¬PROVISIONS¬
FROM¬THE¬460!¬AND¬ITS¬REAUTHORIZATIONS�

� 4HE¬ESTABLISHMENT¬OF¬DEFINITIONS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬OF¬
TRAFFICKING¬AS¬A¬&EDERAL¬CRIME

� 4HE¬CREATION¬OF¬THE¬/FFICE¬TO¬-ONITOR¬AND¬#OMBAT¬
4RAFFICKING¬IN¬0ERSONS¬AT¬THE¬5�3�¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬3TATE¬
�SEE¬HTTP���WWW�STATE�GOV�J�TIP�	¬AND¬THE¬)NTERAGENCY¬
4ASK¬&ORCE¬TO¬-ONITOR¬AND¬#OMBAT¬4RAFFICKING¬�SEE¬
HTTP���WWW�STATE�GOV�J�TIP�RESPONSE�USG�	¬

� 2ESTITUTION¬FOR¬VICTIMS¬

� 0ROGRAMS¬TO¬PREVENT¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬TO¬PROTECT¬AND¬
ASSIST¬VICTIMS¬

� 3TRENGTHENED¬PROSECUTION¬AND¬PUNISHMENT¬OF¬
TRAFFICKERS

)N¬�����¬ADDITIONAL¬LEGISLATION�¬THE¬0REVENTING¬3EX¬
4RAFFICKING¬AND¬3TRENGTHENING¬&AMILIES¬!CT¬�0�,�¬������	�¬
WAS¬ENACTED�¬)T¬REQUIRES¬TITLE¬)6%¬AGENCIES¬TO¬DEVELOP¬
POLICIES¬AND¬PROCEDURES¬TO¬IDENTIFY�¬DOCUMENT�¬AND¬
DETERMINE¬APPROPRIATE¬SERVICES¬FOR¬CHILDREN¬UNDER¬THE¬
PLACEMENT�¬CARE�¬OR¬SUPERVISION¬OF¬A¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCY¬
AND¬WHO¬ARE¬AT¬RISK¬OF¬BECOMING¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS¬OR¬
WHO¬ARE¬VICTIMS¬OF¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING�¬4HE¬ACT¬ALSO¬REQUIRES¬
THE¬FOLLOWING¬OF¬TITLE¬)6%¬AGENCIES�

� $EMONSTRATE�¬BY¬3EPTEMBER¬���¬�����¬THAT¬THEY¬HAVE¬
��	¬CONSULTED¬WITH¬OTHER¬SPECIFIED¬AGENCIES¬THAT¬
HAVE¬EXPERIENCE¬WITH¬YOUTH¬AT¬RISK¬OF¬BECOMING¬A¬
SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIM¬AND¬��	¬DEVELOPED¬POLICIES¬AND¬
PROCEDURES¬TO¬IDENTIFY�¬DOCUMENT�¬AND¬DETERMINE¬
APPROPRIATE¬SERVICES¬FOR¬ANY¬CHILD¬OR¬YOUTH¬IN¬THE¬
PLACEMENT�¬CARE�¬OR¬SUPERVISION¬OF¬THE¬TITLE¬)6%¬AGENCY¬
WHO¬IS¬AT¬RISK¬OF¬BECOMING¬A¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIM¬OR¬
WHO¬IS¬A¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIM

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�
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� $EVELOP¬AND¬IMPLEMENT�¬BY¬3EPTEMBER¬���¬�����¬
PROTOCOLS¬TO¬LOCATE¬CHILDREN¬MISSING¬FROM¬FOSTER¬CARE�¬
DETERMINE¬THE¬FACTORS¬THAT¬LED¬TO¬THE¬CHILD¬BEING¬
ABSENT¬FROM¬FOSTER¬CARE�¬AND�¬TO¬THE¬EXTENT¬POSSIBLE�¬
ADDRESS¬THOSE¬FACTORS¬IN¬SUBSEQUENT¬PLACEMENTS�¬
DETERMINE¬THE¬CHILD�S¬EXPERIENCES¬WHILE¬ABSENT¬FROM¬
CARE�¬INCLUDING¬WHETHER¬THE¬CHILD¬IS¬A¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬
VICTIM�¬AND¬REPORT¬RELATED¬INFORMATION¬AS¬REQUIRED¬BY¬
((3¬

� $EVELOP¬AND¬IMPLEMENT¬PROTOCOLS�¬BY¬3EPTEMBER¬���¬
�����¬TO¬IMMEDIATELY¬�WITHIN¬��¬HOURS¬AFTER¬RECEIVING¬
INFORMATION	¬REPORT¬CHILDREN¬OR¬YOUTH¬DESCRIBED¬UNDER¬
THE¬LAW¬AS¬MISSING¬OR¬ABDUCTED¬TO¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT¬
FOR¬ENTRY¬INTO¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬#RIME¬)NFORMATION¬#ENTER¬
DATABASE¬AND¬TO¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬#ENTER¬FOR¬-ISSING¬AND¬
%XPLOITED¬#HILDREN¬

� 2EPORT¬TO¬((3�¬WITHIN¬�¬YEARS¬OF¬THE¬LAW�S¬ENACTMENT¬
�3EPTEMBER¬���¬����	¬AND¬ANNUALLY¬THEREAFTER�¬THE¬TOTAL¬
NUMBER¬OF¬CHILDREN¬AND¬YOUTH¬WHO¬ARE¬VICTIMS¬OF¬SEX¬
TRAFFICKING¬AS¬DESCRIBED¬UNDER¬THE¬LAW�S¬DEFINITION¬

"EGINNING¬WITHIN¬�¬YEARS¬OF¬THE¬LAW�S¬ENACTMENT¬�BY¬
3EPTEMBER¬���¬����	�¬((3¬MUST¬PROVIDE¬AN¬ANNUAL¬
REPORT¬TO¬#ONGRESS¬ON¬THE¬NUMBER¬OF¬CHILDREN¬AND¬
YOUTH¬REPORTED¬BY¬TITLE¬)6%¬AGENCIES¬AS¬VICTIMS¬OF¬SEX¬
TRAFFICKING�¬)N¬*ANUARY¬�����¬!#&¬PUBLISHED¬A¬&INAL¬2ULE¬
ON¬THE¬!DOPTION¬AND¬&OSTER¬#ARE¬2EPORTING¬3YSTEM¬
�!&#!23	¬THAT¬IMPLEMENTS¬THE¬AFOREMENTIONED¬DATA
COLLECTION¬REQUIREMENTS¬IN¬ADDITION¬TO¬OTHER¬UPDATES¬TO¬
!&#!23¬DATA�¬SUCH¬AS¬REPORTING¬COMPREHENSIVE¬HISTORICAL¬
INFORMATION¬ON¬CHILDREN¬IN¬OUTOFHOME¬CARE�

National Convening on 
Trafficking and Child Welfare
)N¬*UNE¬�����¬THE¬#HILDREN�S¬"UREAU¬AND¬THE¬
7HITE¬(OUSE¬HOSTED¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬#ONVENING¬
ON¬4RAFFICKING¬AND¬#HILD¬7ELFARE�¬WHICH¬BROUGHT¬
TOGETHER¬REPRESENTATIVES¬FROM¬��¬3TATES¬AND¬
JURISDICTIONS¬TO¬SUPPORT¬THEIR¬IMPLEMENTATION¬
OF¬NEW¬MANDATES¬UNDER¬THE¬0REVENTING¬
3EX¬4RAFFICKING¬AND¬3TRENGTHENING¬&AMILIES¬
!CT¬OF¬�����¬3TATE¬TEAMS¬MADE¬UP¬OF¬COURT�¬
LAW¬ENFORCEMENT�¬CHILD¬WELFARE�¬AND¬OTHER¬
PROFESSIONALS¬HEARD¬FROM¬ANTITRAFFICKING¬EXPERTS¬
ABOUT¬PROVEN¬STRATEGIES¬THAT¬COULD¬BE¬INTRODUCED¬
IN¬THEIR¬3TATES�¬/VER¬�¬DAYS�¬THE¬3TATE¬TEAMS¬
WORKED¬ON¬ACTION¬PLANS¬TO¬ADDRESS¬THE¬NEW¬
ANTITRAFFICKING¬MANDATES�¬)NFORMATION¬ABOUT¬THE¬
CONVENING¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�
GOV�TOPICS�SYSTEMWIDE�TRAFFICKING�CONVENING�¬¬

)N¬�����¬THE¬*USTICE¬FOR¬6ICTIMS¬OF¬4RAFFICKING¬!CT¬�*64!	¬
�0�,�¬�����	¬FURTHER¬ESTABLISHED¬&EDERAL¬REQUIREMENTS¬AND¬
PROTECTIONS¬RELATED¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬4HE¬FOLLOWING¬ARE¬
KEY¬PROVISIONS¬OF¬*64!¬PERTINENT¬TO¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCIES�

� !MENDS¬THE¬460!¬TO¬ALLOW¬5�3�¬CITIZENS¬AND¬PERMANENT¬
RESIDENTS¬WHO¬ARE¬VICTIMS¬OF¬SEVERE¬FORMS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬
TO¬OBTAIN¬BENEFITS¬AND¬SERVICES¬AVAILABLE¬TO¬SUCH¬
VICTIMS¬WITHOUT¬THEM¬NEEDING¬TO¬OBTAIN¬OFFICIAL¬
CERTIFICATION¬FROM¬((3¬OF¬THEIR¬VICTIM¬STATUS

� %XPANDS¬THE¬DEFINITION¬OF¬hCHILD¬ABUSEv¬UNDER¬THE¬
6ICTIMS¬OF¬#HILD¬!BUSE¬!CT¬OF¬����¬TO¬INCLUDE¬HUMAN¬
TRAFFICKING¬AND¬THE¬PRODUCTION¬OF¬CHILD¬PORNOGRAPHY¬
AND¬AUTHORIZES¬GRANTS¬TO¬DEVELOP¬AND¬IMPLEMENT¬
SPECIALIZED¬PROGRAMS¬TO¬IDENTIFY¬AND¬PROVIDE¬DIRECT¬
SERVICES¬TO¬VICTIMS¬OF¬CHILD¬PORNOGRAPHY

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/trafficking/convening
https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/trafficking/convening
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� 2EQUIRES¬3TATES¬TO¬ASSURE¬AND¬DESCRIBE¬IN¬THEIR¬3TATE¬
PLANS¬FOR¬THE¬#HILD¬!BUSE¬0REVENTION¬AND¬4REATMENT¬
!CT¬THAT¬THEY¬HAVE¬THE¬FOLLOWING�¬

○ 0ROVISIONS¬AND¬PROCEDURES¬TO¬IDENTIFY¬AND¬ASSESS
ALL¬REPORTS¬INVOLVING¬KNOWN¬OR¬SUSPECTED¬CHILD¬SEX
TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS

○ 0ROVISIONS¬AND¬PROCEDURES¬FOR¬TRAINING¬CHILD
PROTECTIVE¬SERVICES¬WORKERS¬ABOUT¬IDENTIFYING�
ASSESSING�¬AND¬PROVIDING¬COMPREHENSIVE¬SERVICES
TO¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬ARE¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS�¬INCLUDING
EFFORTS¬TO¬COORDINATE¬WITH¬3TATE¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT�
JUVENILE¬JUSTICE�¬AND¬SOCIAL¬SERVICE¬AGENCIES

� 2EQUIRES¬3TATES¬TO¬COLLECT¬AND¬REPORT�¬TO¬THE¬MAXIMUM¬
EXTENT¬PRACTICABLE�¬THE¬NUMBER¬OF¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬ARE¬
VICTIMS¬OF¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬AS¬PART¬OF¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬#HILD¬
!BUSE¬AND¬.EGLECT¬$ATA¬3YSTEM

� 2EQUIRES¬3TATES¬TO¬CONSIDER¬ANY¬CHILD¬WHO¬IS¬IDENTIFIED¬
BY¬A¬3TATE¬AS¬A¬VICTIM¬OF¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬OR¬SEVERE¬FORMS¬
OF¬TRAFFICKING¬AS¬A¬VICTIM¬OF¬hCHILD¬ABUSE¬AND¬NEGLECTv¬
AND¬hSEXUAL¬ABUSEv¬AND¬PROVIDES¬FOR¬A¬3TATE¬OPTION¬
TO¬APPLY¬THE¬TRAFFICKING¬PORTION¬OF¬THE¬DEFINITION¬TO¬A¬
PERSON¬WHO¬HAS¬NOT¬ATTAINED¬AGE¬��

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�
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Federal Guidance About Human Trafficking Laws
4HE¬FOLLOWING¬0ROGRAM¬)NSTRUCTIONS¬�0)S	¬AND¬)NFORMATION¬-EMORANDA¬�)-S	¬PROVIDE¬GUIDANCE¬FROM¬!#&¬ABOUT¬
LEGISLATION¬RELATED¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�

� !#9&#"�&93")-����¬0ROVIDES¬GUIDANCE¬ON¬SERVICES¬FOR¬YOUTH¬UNDER¬AGE¬��¬WHO¬RUN¬AWAY¬FROM¬FOSTER¬CARE¬
AND¬COME¬IN¬CONTACT¬WITH¬RUNAWAY¬AND¬HOMELESS¬YOUTH¬PROGRAMS¬�HTTPS���WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�PROGRAMS�CB�
RESOURCE�FYSBIM����	¬

� !#9&#")-�����¬0ROVIDES¬BASIC¬INFORMATION¬ON¬THE¬0REVENTING¬3EX¬4RAFFICKING¬AND¬3TRENGTHENING¬&AMILIES¬
!CT�¬INCLUDING¬TITLE¬)6%¬PLAN¬CHANGES�¬NEW¬CASE¬PLAN¬REQUIREMENTS¬AND¬DEFINITIONS�¬ADDITIONS¬TO¬THE¬!DOPTION¬
AND¬&OSTER¬#ARE¬!NALYSIS¬AND¬2EPORTING¬3YSTEM�¬MODIFICATIONS¬TO¬THE¬&AMILY¬#ONNECTION¬GRANTS¬AND¬*OHN¬(�¬
#HAFEE¬&OSTER¬#ARE¬)NDEPENDENCE¬0ROGRAM�¬AND¬REAUTHORIZATION¬OF¬THE¬!DOPTION¬AND¬'UARDIANSHIP¬)NCENTIVE¬
0ROGRAM¬�HTTPS���WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�PROGRAMS�CB�RESOURCE�IM����	

� !#9&#"0)�����¬0ROVIDES¬INSTRUCTION¬ON¬SOME¬OF¬THE¬CHANGES¬TO¬THE¬TITLE¬)6%¬PLAN¬REQUIREMENTS¬RESULTING¬
FROM¬THE¬0REVENTING¬3EX¬4RAFFICKING¬AND¬3TRENGTHENING¬&AMILIES¬!CT¬THAT¬ARE¬EFFECTIVE¬AS¬OF¬3EPTEMBER¬���¬
����¬�HTTP���WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�CB�RESOURCE�PI����	

� !#9&#")-�����¬)NFORMS¬3TATES¬OF¬THE¬ENACTMENT¬OF¬THE¬*64!¬AND¬PROVIDES¬BASIC¬INFORMATION¬ON¬CHANGES¬
TO¬THE¬#HILD¬!BUSE¬0REVENTION¬AND¬4REATMENT¬!CT¬�#!04!	¬GRANTS¬TO¬3TATES¬FOR¬CHILD¬MALTREATMENT¬PREVENTION¬
AND¬TREATMENT¬PROGRAMS�¬INCLUDING¬CHANGES¬TO¬THE¬DEFINITION¬OF¬CHILD¬ABUSE¬AND¬NEGLECT¬�HTTP���WWW�ACF�HHS�
GOV�CB�RESOURCE�IM����	¬

� !#9&#"0)�����¬0ROVIDES¬INSTRUCTION¬ON¬THE¬CHANGES¬TO¬THE¬TITLE¬)6%¬PLAN¬REQUIREMENTS¬AS¬A¬RESULT¬OF¬THE¬
0REVENTING¬3EX¬4RAFFICKING¬AND¬3TRENGTHENING¬&AMILIES¬!CT¬THAT¬ARE¬EFFECTIVE¬AS¬OF¬3EPTEMBER¬���¬�����¬AND¬
LATER¬�HTTP���WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�CB�RESOURCE�PI����	¬

� !#9&#"0)�����¬0ROVIDES¬GUIDANCE¬TO¬3TATES¬ON¬ACTIONS¬THEY¬ARE¬REQUIRED¬TO¬TAKE¬IN¬ORDER¬TO¬RECEIVE¬THEIR¬
ALLOTMENTS¬FOR¬&EDERAL¬FISCAL¬YEAR¬�&9	¬����¬AUTHORIZED¬UNDER¬SUBPARTS¬�¬AND¬�¬UNDER¬TITLE¬)6"�¬SECTION¬���¬
OF¬#!04!�¬AND¬THE¬#HAFFEE¬&OSTER¬#ARE¬)NDEPENDENCE¬0ROGRAM�¬INCLUDING¬THE¬%DUCATIONAL¬AND¬4RAINING¬
6OUCHERS¬�WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�CB�RESOURCE�PI����	

� /4)0&3�����¬/UTLINES¬THE¬PROCESS¬TO¬OBTAIN¬AN¬((3¬#ERTIFICATION¬,ETTER¬FOR¬AN¬ADULT¬FOREIGN¬NATIONAL¬VICTIM¬
OF¬TRAFFICKING¬�WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�OTIP�RESOURCE�CERTIFICATIONFS	

� /4)0&3�����¬%XPLAINS¬THE¬)NTERIM¬!SSISTANCE�%LIGIBILITY¬,ETTER¬PROCESS¬TO¬SECURE¬ASSISTANCE¬FOR¬FOREIGN¬
NATIONAL¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬ARE¬VICTIMS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬�WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�OTIP�RESOURCE�ELIGIBILITYFS	

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

https://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cb/resource/fysb-im1401
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cb/resource/fysb-im1401
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cb/resource/im1403
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/cb/resource/pi1406
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/cb/resource/im1505
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/cb/resource/im1505
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/cb/resource/pi1507
www.acf.hhs.gov/cb/resource/pi1705
www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/resource/certificationfs
www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/resource/eligibilityfs
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Federal Initiatives Regarding Human 
Trafficking
4HE¬7HITE¬(OUSE¬AND¬OTHER¬&EDERAL¬OFFICES¬HAVE¬
DEVELOPED�BOTH¬ON¬THEIR¬OWN¬AND¬COLLABORATIVELY�
INITIATIVES�¬PROGRAMS�¬AND¬WORKGROUPS¬TO¬HELP¬SET¬THE¬
FOUNDATION¬FOR¬THE¬&EDERAL¬RESPONSE¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�

White House and interagency Efforts. 4O¬INCREASE¬
EFFORTS¬TO¬COMBAT¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬#ABINET¬
DEPARTMENTS�¬VIA¬DIRECTION¬FROM¬THE¬7HITE¬(OUSE�¬
STRENGTHENED¬THEIR¬COMMITMENTS�¬ESTABLISHED¬AN¬
INTERAGENCY¬TASK¬FORCE�¬INTRODUCED¬SEVERAL¬NEW¬INITIATIVES�¬
AND¬EMPHASIZED¬PARTNERSHIPS¬�7HITE¬(OUSE�¬����	�¬
4HIS¬PARTNERSHIP¬APPROACH¬IS¬OUTLINED¬IN¬Coordination, 
Collaboration, Capacity: Federal Strategic Action Plan on 
Services for Victims of Human Trafficking in the United 
States, 2013–2017, WHICH¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬AT¬HTTP���WWW�OVC�
GOV�PUBS�&EDERAL(UMAN4RAFFICKING3TRATEGIC0LAN�PDF�¬

3INCE¬THE¬7HITE¬(OUSE¬PRIORITIZED¬AN¬INTERAGENCY¬
RESPONSE¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬SEVERAL¬&EDERAL¬
PARTNERSHIPS¬TO¬ADDRESS¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬HAVE¬EMERGED�¬
INCLUDING¬THE¬FOLLOWING�

� 0RESIDENT�S¬)NTERAGENCY¬4ASK¬&ORCE¬TO¬-ONITOR¬AND¬
#OMBAT¬4RAFFICKING¬IN¬0ERSONS¬�0)4&	�¬#OORDINATES¬
&EDERAL¬POLICIES¬THAT¬COMBAT¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬ADDRESS¬
LAW¬ENFORCEMENT�¬VICTIM¬PROTECTION�¬PUBLIC¬AWARENESS�¬
RESEARCH�¬AND¬INTERNATIONAL¬DIPLOMACY¬�HTTP���WWW�
STATE�GOV�J�TIP�RESPONSE�USG�	¬

� 3ENIOR¬0OLICY¬/PERATING¬'ROUP�¬3EEKS¬TO¬ENSURE¬A¬
WHOLEOFGOVERNMENT¬APPROACH¬TO¬ADDRESSING¬HUMAN¬
TRAFFICKING¬BY¬INCLUDING¬SENIOR¬OFFICIALS¬FROM¬0)4&¬
MEMBERS¬�HTTP���WWW�STATE�GOV�J�TIP�RESPONSE�USG	

� "LUE¬#AMPAIGN�¬)NTEGRATES¬VARIOUS¬STRATEGIES¬TO¬
COMBAT¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬�E�G��¬PUBLIC¬AWARENESS�¬
TRAINING�¬VICTIM¬ASSISTANCE�¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT¬
INVESTIGATIONS	¬AND¬INCLUDES¬&EDERAL¬AGENCIES�¬
INTERNATIONAL¬GOVERNMENTS�¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT�¬
NONGOVERNMENTAL¬ORGANIZATIONS�¬AND¬THE¬PRIVATE¬SECTOR¬
�HTTP���WWW�DHS�GOV�BLUECAMPAIGN	

� )NNOCENCE¬,OST¬.ATIONAL¬)NITIATIVE�¬&OCUSES¬ON¬THE¬
DOMESTIC¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬OF¬CHILDREN¬AND¬INCLUDES¬
THE¬&EDERAL¬"UREAU¬OF¬)NVESTIGATION�¬THE¬$/*¬#HILD¬
%XPLOITATION¬AND¬/BSCENITY¬3ECTION�¬AND¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬
#ENTER¬FOR¬-ISSING¬AND¬%XPLOITED¬#HILDREN¬�HTTPS���
WWW�FBI�GOV�INVESTIGATE�VIOLENTCRIME�CAC	

Department of Health and Human Services.¬!#&�¬
THROUGH¬ITS¬/FFICE¬ON¬4RAFFICKING¬IN¬0ERSONS¬�/4)0	�¬IS¬THE¬
LEAD¬((3¬AGENCY¬ADDRESSING¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬/4)0¬
�HTTPS���WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�OTIP	¬SUPPORTS¬VICTIM¬ASSISTANCE¬
GRANTS�¬THE¬,OOK¬"ENEATH¬THE¬3URFACE¬PUBLIC¬AWARENESS¬
CAMPAIGN�¬THE¬3/!2¬TO¬(EALTH¬AND¬7ELLNESS¬TRAINING¬
�HTTPS���WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�OTIP�TRAINING�SOARTOHEALTH
ANDWELLNESSTRAINING	�¬WHICH¬FOCUSES¬ON¬EDUCATING¬
HEALTHCARE¬AND¬SOCIAL¬SERVICE¬PROVIDERS¬TO¬IDENTIFY¬AND¬
APPROPRIATELY¬REFER¬POTENTIAL¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬
THE¬.ATIONAL¬(UMAN¬4RAFFICKING¬(OTLINE¬�HTTPS���
HUMANTRAFFICKINGHOTLINE�ORG�	�¬AND¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬(UMAN¬
4RAFFICKING¬4RAINING¬AND¬4ECHNICAL¬!SSISTANCE¬#ENTER¬
�HTTPS���WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�OTIP�TRAINING�NHTTAC	�¬)N¬ADDITION¬
TO¬/4)0�S¬WORK�¬OTHER¬OFFICES¬WITHIN¬!#&¬HAVE¬PROGRAMS¬
DESIGNED¬TO¬SERVE¬THEIR¬TARGET¬POPULATIONS�¬&OR¬INSTANCE�¬
IN¬&9¬�����¬THE¬#HILDREN�S¬"UREAU¬AWARDED¬FUNDING¬FOR¬
NINE¬DEMONSTRATION¬GRANTS¬TO¬HELP¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCIES¬
RESPOND¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬THROUGH¬INFRASTRUCTURE¬
BUILDING¬AND¬MULTISYSTEM¬APPROACHES�¬%XAMPLES¬OF¬THE¬
GRANTEES�¬WORK¬ARE¬DESCRIBED¬THROUGHOUT¬THE¬3TRATEGIES¬
FOR¬!GENCIES¬SECTION¬OF¬THIS¬BULLETIN�¬&OR¬A¬COMPLETE¬LIST¬
OF¬ORGANIZATIONS¬AWARDED¬GRANTS�¬VISIT¬THE¬#HILDREN�S¬
"UREAU¬WEBSITE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�TOPICS�
SYSTEMWIDE�TRAFFICKING�ACYFSTRATEGY�CBEFFORTS�GRANTS�
COHORT���¬

Department of Homeland Security (DHS).¬$(3¬
INVESTIGATES¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬ARRESTS¬TRAFFICKERS�¬AND¬
PROTECTS¬VICTIMS�¬$(3¬ALSO¬PROCESSES¬IMMIGRATION¬RELIEF¬
BY¬ISSUING¬#ONTINUED¬0RESENCE�¬4¬VISAS�¬AND¬5¬VISAS¬
TO¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬OTHER¬DESIGNATED¬
CRIMES�¬-ORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬THESE¬VISA¬TYPES¬AND¬
$(3¬RESOURCES¬FOR¬VICTIMS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬OTHER¬CRIMES¬
IS¬AVAILABLE¬AT¬HTTP���WWW�USCIS�GOV�HUMANITARIAN�
VICTIMSHUMANTRAFFICKINGOTHERCRIMES�¬

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

http://www.ovc.gov/pubs/FederalHumanTraffickingStrategicPlan.pdf
http://www.ovc.gov/pubs/FederalHumanTraffickingStrategicPlan.pdf
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/response/usg/
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/response/usg/
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/response/usg
http://www.dhs.gov/blue-campaign
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/violent-crime/cac
https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/violent-crime/cac
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/otip
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/training/soar-to-health-and-wellness-training
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/training/soar-to-health-and-wellness-training
https://humantraffickinghotline.org/
https://humantraffickinghotline.org/
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/training/nhttac
https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/trafficking/acyf-strategy/cb-efforts/grants/cohort1/
https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/trafficking/acyf-strategy/cb-efforts/grants/cohort1/
https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/trafficking/acyf-strategy/cb-efforts/grants/cohort1/
http://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/victims-human-trafficking-other-crimes
http://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/victims-human-trafficking-other-crimes
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&OR¬MORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬&EDERAL¬RESOURCES¬
ADDRESSING¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬VISIT¬)NFORMATION¬
'ATEWAY¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�TOPICS�
SYSTEMWIDE�TRAFFICKING�PIR�FEDERAL�RESOURCES��¬

Department of Justice. $/*¬IS¬SIGNIFICANTLY¬INVOLVED¬
IN¬COMBATING¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬RAISING¬PUBLIC¬
AWARENESS�¬)T¬SUPPORTS¬ANTITRAFFICKING¬TASK¬FORCES¬WHOSE¬
MEMBERS¬WORK¬TOGETHER¬TO¬INVESTIGATE¬AND¬PROSECUTE¬
TRAFFICKING¬CASES¬AND¬PROVIDE¬COMPREHENSIVE¬SERVICES¬
FOR¬VICTIMS�¬4HE¬/FFICE¬FOR¬6ICTIMS¬OF¬#RIME¬WEBPAGE¬ON¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬PROVIDES¬INFORMATION¬FOR¬VICTIMS�¬SERVICE¬
PROVIDERS�¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT�¬AND¬ALLIED¬PROFESSIONALS�¬)T¬IS¬
AVAILABLE¬AT¬HTTP���OVC�NCJRS�GOV�HUMANTRAFFICKING�INDEX�
HTML�

Department of State. 4HE¬5�3�¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬3TATE¬IS¬
ESPECIALLY¬CONCERNED¬WITH¬TRAFFICKING¬OVERSEAS¬AND¬ACROSS¬
BORDERS¬AND¬RUNS¬THE¬/FFICE¬TO¬-ONITOR¬AND¬#OMBAT¬
4RAFFICKING¬IN¬0ERSONS�¬WHICH¬IS¬RESPONSIBLE¬FOR¬DIPLOMACY�¬
TARGETED¬FOREIGN¬ASSISTANCE�¬AND¬PUBLIC¬ENGAGEMENT�¬)T¬
PARTNERS¬WITH¬FOREIGN¬GOVERNMENTS¬AND¬THE¬CIVIL¬SECTOR¬
TO¬DEVELOP¬AND¬IMPLEMENT¬EFFECTIVE¬COUNTERTRAFFICKING¬
STRATEGIES�¬%VERY¬YEAR�¬THIS¬OFFICE¬RELEASES¬THE¬Trafficking 
in Persons¬�4)0	¬REPORT�¬WHICH¬RATES¬EVERY¬COUNTRY¬IN¬THE¬
WORLD�INCLUDING¬THE¬5NITED¬3TATES�ON¬ITS¬EFFORTS¬TO¬
PREVENT¬AND¬COMBAT¬TRAFFICKING�¬3EE¬THE¬4)0¬REPORTS¬AT¬
HTTP���WWW�STATE�GOV�J�TIP�RLS�TIPRPT�INDEX�HTM�

Understanding Victim Needs
#HILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬VICTIMS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬HAVE¬
MANY¬NEEDS¬SIMILAR¬TO¬THOSE¬OF¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬ENTER¬THE¬
CHILD¬WELFARE¬SYSTEM¬THROUGH¬OTHER¬CIRCUMSTANCES�¬&OR¬
INSTANCE�¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬NEED¬HEALTH¬
CARE�¬MENTAL¬HEALTH¬SERVICES�¬A¬SAFE¬PLACE¬TO¬LIVE�¬HELP¬
WITH¬EDUCATION�¬AND¬FACILITATED¬RECONNECTIONS¬WITH¬FAMILY¬
MEMBERS�¬4HESE¬ARE¬DISCUSSED¬BELOW�¬ALONG¬WITH¬SOME¬OF¬
THE¬ASPECTS¬THAT¬DISTINGUISH¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS�¬NEEDS¬FROM¬
THOSE¬OF¬OTHER¬CHILDREN¬RECEIVING¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬SERVICES�

Physical health.¬#HILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬OFTEN¬
HAVE¬EXPERIENCED¬PHYSICAL¬ABUSE�¬NEGLECT¬�INCLUDING¬
MEDICAL¬AND¬DENTAL¬NEGLECT	�¬EMOTIONAL¬ABUSE�¬AND¬SEXUAL¬
ABUSE�¬!SSOCIATED¬WITH¬THIS¬ABUSE�¬THEY¬MAY¬SUFFER¬FROM¬
BROKEN¬BONES¬AND¬OTHER¬UNTREATED¬INTERNAL¬AND¬EXTERNAL¬
INJURIES�¬SEXUALLY¬TRANSMITTED¬DISEASES�¬INCLUDING¬()6�¬
AND¬MALNUTRITION�¬4HEIR¬OVERALL¬HEALTH¬MAY¬SHOW¬THE¬
CONSEQUENCES¬OF¬LONG¬PERIODS¬OF¬POOR¬OR¬NO¬MEDICAL¬
OR¬DENTAL¬CARE�¬#HILD¬WELFARE¬PROFESSIONALS¬CAN¬HELP¬BY¬
ENSURING¬THAT¬VICTIMS¬HAVE¬ACCESS¬TO¬MEDICAL¬SCREENINGS¬
AND¬TREATMENT¬TO¬ADDRESS¬BOTH¬IMMEDIATE¬AND¬LONGTERM¬
CONCERNS�¬#ONNECTING¬WITH¬A¬COMPETENT¬HEALTHCARE¬
PROVIDER¬WHO¬HAS¬EXPERIENCE¬WITH¬VICTIMS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬
MAY¬ALSO¬PROVIDE¬REASSURANCE¬TO¬VICTIMS¬WHO¬MAY¬BE¬
RELUCTANT¬TO¬SEEK¬CARE�

Behavioral health. #HILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬
OFTEN¬HAVE¬AN¬ARRAY¬OF¬COMPLEX¬BEHAVIORAL¬HEALTH¬NEEDS�¬
6ICTIMS¬MAY¬HAVE¬EXPERIENCED¬REGULAR¬BEATINGS�¬SEXUAL¬
ASSAULT�¬AND¬OTHER¬ACTS¬OF¬VIOLENCE�¬-OST¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬
HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬HAVE¬A¬NEED¬FOR¬LONGTERM�¬INTENSIVE¬
BEHAVIORAL¬HEALTH¬SERVICES¬THAT¬CAN¬HELP¬THEM¬MOVE¬
FORWARD¬INTO¬A¬NEW�¬HEALTHIER¬LIFE�¬3TUDIES¬HAVE¬IDENTIFIED¬
A¬NUMBER¬OF¬MENTAL¬HEALTH¬SYMPTOMS¬ASSOCIATED¬WITH¬
TRAFFICKING�¬INCLUDING¬POSTTRAUMATIC¬STRESS¬DISORDER�¬PANIC¬
ATTACKS�¬OBSESSIVECOMPULSIVE¬DISORDER�¬GENERALIZED¬
ANXIETY¬DISORDER�¬MAJOR¬DEPRESSIVE¬DISORDER�¬DISSOCIATIVE¬
DISORDERS�¬AND¬SUBSTANCE¬USE¬�7ILLIAMSON�¬$UTCH�¬�¬
#LAWSON�¬����	�¬3CREENING¬BY¬QUALIFIED¬BEHAVIORAL¬HEALTH¬
PROVIDERS¬WHO¬HAVE¬EXPERIENCE¬WITH¬YOUTH¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬
TRAFFICKED¬CAN¬BE¬THE¬FIRST¬STEP¬TO¬GETTING¬HELP�¬3CREENING¬
CAN¬HELP¬DETERMINE¬THE¬TYPE¬OF¬THERAPY¬THAT¬MIGHT¬BE¬
MOST¬USEFUL�¬AND¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬WORKERS¬CAN¬FACILITATE¬
ACCESS¬TO¬TREATMENT¬PROVIDERS�¬

Housing.¬#HILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬AND¬COME¬
INTO¬THE¬CARE¬OF¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬ALMOST¬ALWAYS¬HAVE¬AN¬
IMMEDIATE¬NEED¬FOR¬A¬SAFE¬PLACE¬TO¬LIVE�¬4HEIR¬BACKGROUND¬
MAY¬MAKE¬THEM¬ESPECIALLY¬VULNERABLE¬IN¬A¬TRADITIONAL¬
FOSTER¬CARE¬SETTING�¬AND¬MANY¬FOSTER¬FAMILIES¬ARE¬
UNPREPARED¬TO¬CARE¬FOR¬A¬CHILD¬WHO¬HAS¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED�¬
3OME¬SHELTERS¬AND¬GROUP¬HOMES¬MAY¬DEVELOP¬PROGRAMS¬
SPECIFICALLY¬FOR¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED�¬4HESE¬
CONGREGATE¬CARE¬SETTINGS¬ARE¬PREPARED¬TO¬ADDRESS¬THE¬
TRAUMA¬EXPERIENCED¬BY¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED�¬

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/trafficking/pir/federal/resources/
https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/systemwide/trafficking/pir/federal/resources/
http://ovc.ncjrs.gov/humantrafficking/index.html
http://ovc.ncjrs.gov/humantrafficking/index.html
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/index.htm
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Education.¬#HILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬MAY¬
REQUIRE¬EDUCATIONAL¬SCREENING¬AND¬MAY¬ALSO¬REQUIRE¬
REMEDIAL¬SERVICES�¬7HILE¬SOME¬CHILDREN¬MAY¬FEEL¬
COMFORTABLE¬IN¬A¬TRADITIONAL¬SCHOOL�¬OTHERS¬MAY¬PREFER¬
MORE¬NONTRADITIONAL¬EDUCATION¬OPTIONS�¬#HILD¬WELFARE¬
WORKERS¬CAN¬HELP¬BY¬COLLECTING¬RECORDS�¬EXPLORING¬
EDUCATION¬OPTIONS�¬AND¬FACILITATING¬ENROLLMENT�

Employment. 9OUTH¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬MAY¬NEED¬
ASSISTANCE¬OBTAINING¬EMPLOYMENT�¬ESPECIALLY¬IF¬THEY¬LACK¬
LEGAL¬WORK¬EXPERIENCE¬OR¬HAVE¬NOT¬ACQUIRED¬A¬HIGH¬SCHOOL¬
DIPLOMA¬OR¬'%$�¬4HEY¬ALSO¬MAY¬HAVE¬BEEN¬ARRESTED¬FOR¬
CRIMES¬COMMITTED¬WHILE¬BEING¬TRAFFICKED�¬WHICH¬COULD¬
PREVENT¬THEM¬FROM¬PASSING¬BACKGROUND¬CHECKS¬REQUIRED¬
FOR¬EMPLOYMENT�¬!DDITIONALLY�¬VICTIMS¬OF¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬
MAY¬HAVE¬HAD¬THE¬EXPERIENCE¬OF¬MAKING¬A¬LARGE¬AMOUNT¬OF¬
MONEY¬IN¬A¬SHORT¬TIME¬PERIOD¬AND¬MAY¬NOT¬VIEW¬THE¬PAY¬IN¬
AN¬ENTRYLEVEL¬POSITION¬AS¬A¬VIABLE¬OPTION¬�,UTNICK�¬����	�¬
#ASEWORKERS¬CAN¬SEEK¬OUT¬PROGRAMS¬IN¬THEIR¬COMMUNITIES¬
THAT¬CONNECT¬YOUTH¬WITH¬JOB¬TRAINING�¬JOB¬SKILLS¬AND¬
APPLICATION¬SUPPORT�¬INTERNSHIPS¬OR¬EXTERNSHIPS�¬OR¬OTHER¬
SUPPORTS�

Legal services. 4HERE¬ARE¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬CIRCUMSTANCES¬
THAT¬MIGHT¬REQUIRE¬THE¬CHILD¬WHO¬HAS¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬TO¬
HIRE¬OR¬OTHERWISE¬SECURE¬LEGAL¬ASSISTANCE�¬#HILDREN¬MAY¬
NEED¬LAWYERS¬IF¬THEY¬ARE¬CHARGED¬WITH¬CRIMES¬THAT¬ARE¬A¬
RESULT¬OF¬THEIR¬VICTIMIZATION�¬�&OR¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬VACATUR¬
LAWS�¬WHICH¬MAY¬ALLOW¬CERTAIN¬CRIMES¬TO¬BE¬EXPUNGED¬OR¬
VACATED�¬SEE¬THE¬3TATE¬!GENCY¬AND¬0OLICY¬SECTION¬OF¬THIS¬
BULLETIN�	¬4HEY¬MAY¬ALSO¬NEED¬LEGAL¬COUNSEL¬TO¬PROTECT¬
THEMSELVES¬FROM¬THEIR¬PIMPS¬OR¬TRAFFICKERS¬OR¬TO¬ESTABLISH¬
THEIR¬LEGAL¬IDENTITY�¬3OME¬CHILDREN¬INVOLVED¬WITH¬THE¬JUSTICE¬
SYSTEM¬MAY¬REQUIRE¬AN¬ATTORNEY¬FOR¬VICTIM¬ADVOCACY�¬WHILE¬
THOSE¬WHO¬ARE¬NOT¬CITIZENS¬MAY¬REQUIRE¬AN¬IMMIGRATION¬
ATTORNEY�¬

Other needs.¬9OUTH¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬WILL¬OFTEN¬
NEED¬HELP¬WITH¬BASIC¬LIFE¬SKILLS¬�E�G��¬OPENING¬A¬BANK¬
ACCOUNT�¬KEEPING¬MEDICAL¬RECORDS	¬AS¬WELL¬AS¬TRAINING¬FOR¬
A¬JOB¬AND¬BASIC¬JOB¬SKILLS�¬&OR¬MANY�¬HAVING¬A¬MENTOR¬OR¬
SOMEONE¬WHO¬IS¬WILLING¬AND¬AVAILABLE¬TO¬PROVIDE¬GUIDANCE¬
OVER¬THE¬LONG¬TERM¬IS¬OFTEN¬ESSENTIAL¬TO¬ENSURE¬THAT¬THE¬
YOUTH¬IS¬ABLE¬TO¬PURSUE¬A¬LIFE¬AWAY¬FROM¬TRAFFICKING�

Strategies for State and Local 
Agencies
3TATES¬AND¬OTHER¬JURISDICTIONS�¬TAKING¬THEIR¬LEAD¬FROM¬THE¬
&EDERAL¬'OVERNMENT�¬HAVE¬UNDERTAKEN¬THEIR¬OWN¬EFFORTS¬
TO¬PREVENT¬AND¬RESPOND¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬4HEY¬HAVE¬
ENACTED¬POLICIES¬AND¬PRACTICES�¬SOUGHT¬OUT¬PARTNERS¬IN¬
OTHER¬FIELDS¬AND¬WITHIN¬THE¬COMMUNITY�¬HELPED¬BUILD¬
AWARENESS¬AMONG¬THEIR¬OWN¬STAFF�¬RELATED¬PROFESSIONALS�¬
AND¬THE¬GENERAL¬PUBLIC�¬DEVELOPED¬AND¬UTILIZED¬SCREENING¬
AND¬ASSESSMENT¬TOOLS�¬AND¬DESIGNED¬SERVICE¬PROGRAMS¬
THAT¬SPECIFICALLY¬ADDRESS¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬ARE¬
TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS�¬4HIS¬SECTION¬DESCRIBES¬THESE¬STRATEGIES¬
AND¬PROVIDES¬EXAMPLES¬FROM¬3TATE¬AND¬LOCAL¬AGENCIES¬
ACROSS¬THE¬COUNTRY�¬WHICH¬WERE¬GATHERED¬THROUGH¬
INTERVIEWS¬WITH¬PROJECT¬STAFF�

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�
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State and Agency Policy
4HE¬POLICIES¬THAT¬3TATE¬AND¬LOCAL¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCIES¬
DEVELOP�¬AS¬WELL¬AS¬3TATE¬LEGISLATION�¬CAN¬HAVE¬WIDEREACHING¬
EFFECTS¬ON¬CASEWORK¬PRACTICE�¬!GENCY¬POLICY¬CAN¬DICTATE¬HOW¬
VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬ARE¬IDENTIFIED�¬HOW¬THEY¬CAN¬BE¬
SCREENED¬INTO¬THE¬SYSTEM�¬AND¬HOW¬THEY¬CAN¬BE¬SUPPORTED�¬
%VEN¬JUST¬THE¬PRESENCE¬OF¬A¬POLICY¬REGARDING¬HUMAN¬¬
TRAFFICKING¬MAY¬INDICATE¬TO¬STAFF¬THAT¬IT¬IS¬A¬PRIORITY¬ISSUE�¬$UE¬
TO¬THE¬COMPLEX¬NEEDS¬OF¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬AS¬WELL¬
AS¬THE¬FACT¬THAT¬THEIR¬NEEDS¬AND¬RESPONSES¬MAY¬DIFFER¬FROM¬
OTHER¬CHILDREN¬INVOLVED¬WITH¬THE¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬SYSTEM�¬IT¬IS¬
CRITICAL¬FOR¬AGENCIES¬TO¬DEVELOP¬POLICIES¬THAT¬GUIDE¬CASEWORK¬
PRACTICE¬AND¬THE¬AGENCY�S¬INTERACTIONS¬WITH¬OTHER¬AGENCIES¬
AND¬ORGANIZATIONS¬ON¬THIS¬ISSUE�

!LTHOUGH¬ENACTING¬3TATE¬LEGISLATION¬CAN¬BE¬A¬LONG¬AND¬
COMPLEX¬EFFORT�¬IT¬CAN¬OFTEN¬ACHIEVE¬THE¬MOST¬SWEEPING¬AND¬
LONGLASTING¬RESULTS¬FOR¬ADDRESSING¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬!¬
GROWING¬NUMBER¬OF¬3TATES¬ARE¬ENACTING¬hSAFE¬HARBORv¬LAWS¬
THAT¬DECRIMINALIZE¬THE¬ACTS¬OF¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬ARE¬EXPLOITED¬FOR¬
COMMERCIAL¬SEX�¬WHILE¬PROVIDING¬THEM¬IMPORTANT¬LEGAL¬
PROTECTIONS¬AND¬ACCESS¬TO¬SERVICES�¬3AFE¬HARBOR¬LAWS¬¬
GENERALLY¬ATTEMPT¬TO¬TREAT¬CHILDREN¬AS¬VICTIMS¬RATHER¬THAN¬
CRIMINALS�¬TO¬DIVERT¬THEM¬FROM¬THE¬JUSTICE¬SYSTEM¬TO¬THE¬CHILD¬
WELFARE¬OR¬OTHER¬SYSTEM¬WHERE¬THEY¬CAN¬RECEIVE¬SERVICES�¬AND¬
TO¬PUNISH¬TRAFFICKERS¬AND¬THOSE¬WHO¬SEEK¬OUT¬CHILDREN¬FOR¬SEX�¬
3AFE¬HARBOR¬LEGISLATION¬AND¬ITS¬PROTECTIONS¬VARY¬WIDELY¬¬
ACROSS¬3TATES�¬!S¬OF¬�����¬��¬3TATES¬HAD¬PASSED¬SUCH¬
LEGISLATION¬�0OLARIS�¬����A	�¬

3OME¬3TATES¬HAVE¬ALSO¬ENACTED¬VACATUR¬LAWS�¬WHICH¬ALLOW¬
VICTIMS¬TO¬PETITION¬THE¬COURT¬TO¬VACATE¬OR¬EXPUNGE¬CRIMINAL¬
CONVICTIONS¬THAT¬RESULTED¬FROM¬THEIR¬TRAFFICKING¬SITUATIONS¬OR�¬¬
IN¬SOME¬CASES�¬THAT¬OCCURRED¬WHILE¬THEY¬WERE¬TRAFFICKED¬�5�3�¬
$EPARTMENT¬OF¬3TATE�¬����	�¬4HESE¬LAWS¬CAN¬HELP¬VICTIMS�¬
INCLUDING¬MINORS�¬BECAUSE¬HAVING¬A¬CONVICTION¬ON¬THEIR¬RECORD¬
COULD¬AFFECT¬EMPLOYMENT�¬IMMIGRATION¬STATUS�¬OBTAINING¬LOANS�¬
AND¬ELIGIBILITY¬FOR¬CERTAIN¬PROGRAMS�¬!S¬OF¬$ECEMBER¬�����¬AT¬
LEAST¬��¬3TATES¬HAD¬VACATUR¬LAWS¬AVAILABLE¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬
VICTIMS¬�.ATIONAL¬#ONFERENCE¬OF¬3TATE¬,EGISLATURES�¬����	�¬

&OR¬MORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬SAFE¬HARBOR¬AND¬VACATUR¬LAWS�¬
REFER¬TO¬THE¬0OLARIS¬0ROJECT¬AT¬HTTPS���POLARISPROJECT�ORG�
STATELAWSISSUEBRIEFS¬AND¬THE¬.ATIONAL¬#ONFERENCE¬OF¬3TATE¬
,EGISLATURES¬AT¬HTTP���WWW�NCSL�ORG�RESEARCH�CIVILAND
CRIMINALJUSTICE�HUMANTRAFFICKING�ASPX�¬

Trafficking Prevention
4HE¬PREVENTION¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬REQUIRES¬A¬
COMPREHENSIVE�¬MULTIDISCIPLINARY¬APPROACH¬THAT¬
IS¬COORDINATED¬AT¬THE¬LOCAL�¬3TATE�¬NATIONAL�¬AND¬
INTERNATIONAL¬LEVELS�¬4HE¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬FIELD¬SHOULD¬
BE¬A¬KEY¬PARTNER¬IN¬ANY¬EFFORTS�¬AND¬IT¬IS¬ESPECIALLY¬
SUITED¬TO¬TAKE¬THE¬LEAD¬IN¬EFFORTS¬TO¬CURTAIL¬THE¬
VICTIMIZATION¬OF¬CHILDREN¬IN¬OR¬FORMERLY¬IN¬FOSTER¬
CARE�¬PARTICULARLY¬THOSE¬WHO¬RUN¬AWAY¬FROM¬FOSTER¬
CARE�¬!S¬DISCUSSED¬IN¬THE¬)NTERSECTION¬7ITH¬#HILD¬
7ELFARE¬SECTION�¬A¬LARGE¬PERCENTAGE¬OF¬CHILDREN¬
WHO¬ARE¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS¬HAD¬BEEN¬INVOLVED¬
WITH¬CHILD¬WELFARE�¬#HILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCIES¬CAN¬
HELP¬CHILDREN¬IN¬FOSTER¬CARE¬AND¬CONGREGATE¬CARE¬
RECOGNIZE¬SITUATIONS¬AND¬FACTORS¬THAT¬INCREASE¬
THEIR¬RISK¬OF¬BEING¬TRAFFICKED¬AND¬ALSO¬HELP¬THEM¬
UNDERSTAND¬THAT¬THEY¬ARE¬SAFE¬IN¬THEIR¬PLACEMENTS�¬
ESPECIALLY¬IF¬THEY¬ARE¬VICTIMS¬WHO¬HAVE¬ESCAPED¬
THEIR¬TRAFFICKERS�¬4RAFFICKERS¬MAY¬ATTEMPT¬TO¬RECRUIT¬
CHILDREN¬IN¬FOSTER¬CARE¬OR¬GROUP¬CARE¬SETTINGS¬
�((3�¬!#&�¬&AMILY¬AND¬9OUTH¬3ERVICES¬"UREAU�¬
����	�¬AND¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬
MAY¬ATTEMPT¬TO¬MAINTAIN¬CONNECTIONS¬WITH¬
THE¬TRAFFICKERS¬DUE¬TO¬A¬TRAUMA¬BOND�¬WHICH¬IS¬
SOMETIMES¬REFERRED¬TO¬AS¬3TOCKHOLM¬SYNDROME¬
�7EST¬�¬,OEFFLER�¬����	�¬

&OR¬MORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬YOUTH¬WHO¬RUN¬AWAY¬
FROM¬FOSTER¬CARE�¬REFER¬TO¬THE¬#HILDREN�S¬"UREAU�S¬
#HILD¬7ELFARE¬#APACITY¬"UILDING¬#ENTER¬FOR¬3TATES�¬
At Risk for Sex Trafficking: Youth Who Run Away 
From Foster Care AT¬HTTP���GO�USA�GOV�X�:RX�¬

5.)#%&¬OFFERS¬A¬GUIDE¬FOR¬DEVELOPING¬EFFECTIVE¬
PREVENTION¬EFFORTS�¬!LTHOUGH¬THE¬GUIDE¬IS¬
INTENDED¬FOR¬%UROPEAN¬PROFESSIONALS�¬IT¬IS¬
APPLICABLE¬TO¬5�3�¬EFFORTS¬AS¬WELL�¬&OR¬MORE¬
INFORMATION�¬SEE¬Reference Guide on Protecting 
the Rights of Child Victims of Trafficking in Europe 
AT¬HTTPS���WWW�UNICEF�ORG�CEECIS�5.)#%&?#HILD?
4RAFFICKING�����PDF�

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

https://polarisproject.org/state-laws-issue-briefs
https://polarisproject.org/state-laws-issue-briefs
http://www.ncsl.org/research/civil-and-criminal-justice/human-trafficking.aspx
http://www.ncsl.org/research/civil-and-criminal-justice/human-trafficking.aspx
http://go.usa.gov/x9Zrx
https://www.unicef.org/ceecis/UNICEF_Child_Trafficking34-43.pdf
https://www.unicef.org/ceecis/UNICEF_Child_Trafficking34-43.pdf
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Examples From the Field: Policy
-INNESOTA¬ENACTED¬ITS¬3AFE¬(ARBOR¬LAW¬IN¬�����
WITH¬FULL¬IMPLEMENTATION¬IN¬�����TO¬ENSURE¬THAT¬
SEXUALLY¬EXPLOITED¬YOUTH¬ARE¬TREATED¬AS¬VICTIMS¬
RATHER¬THAN¬AS¬CRIMINALS¬BY¬THE¬JUSTICE¬SYSTEM�¬4HE¬
3TATE¬ALSO¬ALLOCATED¬FUNDS¬FOR¬TRAINING¬LAW¬
ENFORCEMENT¬ON¬TRAFFICKING¬OF¬YOUTH�¬FUNDED¬
HOUSING¬FOR¬VICTIMS�¬AND¬CREATED¬REGIONAL¬
COORDINATORS¬OF¬SERVICES¬FOR¬COMMERCIALLY¬SEXUALLY¬
EXPLOITED¬YOUTH¬�-INNESOTA¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬
(EALTH�¬N�D�	�¬!¬GUIDEBOOK¬FROM¬-INNESOTA�S¬
$EPARTMENT¬OF¬0UBLIC¬3AFETY¬/FFICE¬OF¬*USTICE¬
0ROGRAMS¬PROVIDES¬INFORMATION¬ON¬THIS¬EMERGING¬
APPROACH¬TO¬WORKING¬WITH¬VICTIMS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING�¬
No Wrong Door: A Comprehensive Approach to 
Safe Harbor for Minnesota’s Sexually Exploited 
Youth¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬AT¬HTTPS���DPS�MN�GOV�DIVISIONS�
OJP�FORMSDOCUMENTS�$OCUMENTS���������
3AFE���(ARBOR���2EPORT������&).!,����PDF�

)N¬INSTANCES¬WHEN¬TRAFFICKING¬IS¬PERPETRATED¬BY¬AN¬
INDIVIDUAL¬OTHER¬THAN¬A¬PARENT¬OR¬CARETAKER�¬THERE¬
IS¬THE¬POTENTIAL¬THAT¬THE¬CASE¬MAY¬NOT¬COME¬TO¬THE¬
ATTENTION¬OF¬THE¬APPROPRIATE¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCY�¬¬
4O¬ADDRESS¬THIS¬ISSUE�¬-ASSACHUSETTS¬ENACTED¬A¬
LAW¬IN¬����¬REQUIRING¬ALL¬CASES¬OF¬SUSPECTED¬SEX¬
TRAFFICKING¬TO¬BE¬REPORTED¬TO¬CHILD¬PROTECTIVE¬
SERVICES�¬4HE¬LAW¬REQUIRES¬COORDINATION¬BETWEEN¬
THE¬-ASSACHUSETTS¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬#HILDREN¬AND¬
&AMILIES¬�$#&	�¬THE¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬-ENTAL¬(EALTH�¬
AND¬OTHER¬3TATE¬AGENCIES�¬)T¬ALSO¬STIPULATES¬THAT¬
$#&¬WILL¬REPORT¬ANY¬CASES¬OF¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬TO¬THE¬
DISTRICT¬ATTORNEY¬AND¬LOCAL¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT¬AND¬
THAT¬AN¬ADVOCATE¬OR¬MULTIDISCIPLINARY¬SERVICE¬TEAM¬
MEMBER¬WILL¬ACCOMPANY¬THE¬CHILD¬TO¬ALL¬COURT¬
APPEARANCES�¬/N¬THE¬&EDERAL¬LEVEL�¬THE¬*64!¬OF¬
����¬AMENDED¬#!04!¬TO¬REQUIRE¬CHILD¬PROTECTIVE¬
SERVICES¬TO¬IDENTIFY¬AND¬ASSESS¬ALL¬REPORTS¬
INVOLVING¬CHILDREN¬KNOWN¬OR¬SUSPECTED¬TO¬BE¬SEX¬
TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS�

Collaboration
0REVENTING�¬IDENTIFYING�¬AND¬RESPONDING¬TO¬HUMAN¬
TRAFFICKING¬REQUIRES¬A¬MULTIDISCIPLINARY�¬COMMUNITYWIDE¬
APPROACH�¬)T¬IS¬BEYOND¬THE¬SCOPE¬OF¬A¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCY¬
TO¬SERVE¬ALL¬THE¬NEEDS¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬MAY¬
HAVE�¬!NY¬GROUP¬OR¬PROFESSIONAL¬THAT¬COMES¬INTO¬CONTACT¬
WITH¬CHILDREN¬IS¬A¬POTENTIAL¬PARTNER�¬BUT¬COMMON¬PARTNERS¬
IN¬COLLABORATIONS¬ADDRESSING¬THE¬TRAFFICKING¬OF¬CHILDREN¬
INCLUDE¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT�¬DISTRICT¬ATTORNEYS�¬OFFICES�¬
JUVENILE¬JUSTICE¬AGENCIES�¬COURT¬PERSONNEL�¬GUARDIANS¬
AD¬LITEM�¬EDUCATORS�¬HEALTHCARE¬AND¬BEHAVIORAL¬HEALTH¬
PROVIDERS�¬POLICYMAKERS�¬NONPROFIT¬AGENCIES�¬FOUNDATIONS�¬
AND¬COMMUNITY¬MEMBERS�¬AS¬WELL¬AS¬SURVIVORS¬OF¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬#OLLABORATION¬CAN¬HELP¬COMMUNITIES¬
DEVELOP¬SUPPORTS¬AND¬SERVICES¬TO¬ADDRESS¬UNMET¬NEEDS�¬
COORDINATE¬STRATEGIES�¬DEVELOP¬A¬COMMON¬LANGUAGE�¬
IDENTIFY¬TRENDS�¬REDUCE¬DUPLICATION�¬AND¬BRING¬ATTENTION¬
TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬AS¬A¬PUBLIC¬HEALTH¬ISSUE�¬)T¬ALSO¬CAN¬
HELP¬CREATE¬A¬MORE¬ACCESSIBLE¬SERVICE¬ARRAY¬FOR¬VICTIMS¬AND¬
POSSIBLY¬REDUCE¬THE¬NUMBER¬OF¬INTERVIEWS¬DURING¬WHICH¬
THEY¬NEED¬TO¬RETELL¬THEIR¬EXPERIENCES�¬

/NE¬METHOD¬OF¬BUILDING¬RELATIONSHIPS¬WITH¬OTHER¬AGENCIES¬
AND¬ENGAGING¬COMMUNITIES�¬AS¬WELL¬AS¬DEVELOPING¬OR¬
STRENGTHENING¬SUPPORTS¬FOR¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬
IS¬TO¬ESTABLISH¬A¬TASK¬FORCE�¬!S¬OF¬�����¬AT¬LEAST¬��¬3TATES¬
HAD¬STATUTES¬REQUIRING¬OR¬ENCOURAGING¬TASK¬FORCES�¬AND¬
MANY¬ADDITIONAL¬3TATES¬AND¬LOCALITIES¬HAVE¬ESTABLISHED¬
TASK¬FORCES¬WITHOUT¬LEGISLATIVE¬ACTION¬�0OLARIS¬0ROJECT�¬
����B	�¬4ASK¬FORCES¬CAN¬HAVE¬A¬VARIETY¬OF¬OBJECTIVES�¬
INCLUDING¬ASSESSING¬CURRENT¬APPROACHES¬USED¬IN¬THE¬FIELD�¬
COORDINATING¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT¬ACTIVITIES¬OR¬THE¬PROVISION¬
OF¬SOCIAL¬SERVICES�¬COLLECTING¬AND¬ANALYZING¬DATA�¬OR¬EVEN¬
INVESTIGATING¬POSSIBLE¬CASES¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬&OR¬
MORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬FORMING¬AND¬OPERATING¬A¬TASK¬
FORCE�¬VISIT¬THE¬Human Trafficking Task Force E-Guide¬AT¬
HTTPS���WWW�OVCTTAC�GOV�TASKFORCEGUIDE�EGUIDE��¬

&OR¬ADDITIONAL¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬THE¬IMPORTANCE¬OF¬
COLLABORATION�¬REFER¬TO¬THE¬#APACITY¬"UILDING¬#ENTER¬FOR¬
3TATES�¬Collaborating With Youth-Serving Agencies to 
Respond to and Prevent Sex Trafficking of Youth AT¬HTTP���
GO�USA�GOV�X��E7�¬

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

https://dps.mn.gov/divisions/ojp/forms-documents/Documents/!2012%20Safe%20Harbor%20Report%20%28FINAL%29.pdf
https://dps.mn.gov/divisions/ojp/forms-documents/Documents/!2012%20Safe%20Harbor%20Report%20%28FINAL%29.pdf
https://dps.mn.gov/divisions/ojp/forms-documents/Documents/!2012%20Safe%20Harbor%20Report%20%28FINAL%29.pdf
https://www.ovcttac.gov/taskforceguide/eguide/
http://go.usa.gov/x92eW
http://go.usa.gov/x92eW
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Examples From the Field: Collaboration 
#OLLABORATIONS¬THAT¬HAVE¬BEEN¬CREATED¬OR¬STRENGTHENED¬BY¬THE¬-IAMI¬#!2%3¬PROJECT�¬WHICH¬IS¬COORDINATED¬BY¬
/UR¬+IDS¬OF¬-IAMI$ADE�-ONROE¬�WWW�OURKIDS�US�	�¬HAVE¬RESULTED¬IN¬TWO¬KEY¬ANTITRAFFICKING¬STRATEGIES�¬THE¬
(UMAN¬4RAFFICKING¬#HILD¬0LAN¬AND¬2ECOVERY¬4ASK¬&ORCE¬AND¬THE¬FORMALIZATION¬OF¬'�2�!�#�%�¬�'ROWTH¬2ENEWED¬
THROUGH¬!CCEPTANCE�¬#HANGE¬AND¬%MPOWERMENT	¬#OURT�¬4HE¬-IAMI¬3TATE¬!TTORNEY�S¬TASK¬FORCE�¬IN¬PARTNERSHIP¬
WITH¬THE¬-IAMI¬#!2%3¬PROJECT�¬USES¬MONTHLY¬MEETINGS¬TO¬BRING¬TOGETHER¬A¬WIDE¬ARRAY¬OF¬STAKEHOLDERS¬TO¬
DEVELOP¬A¬STRATEGIC¬PLAN¬TO¬FIND¬AND¬RECOVER¬CHILDREN¬THAT¬ARE¬MISSING¬AND¬FOR¬WHOM¬THERE¬IS¬EVIDENCE¬OF¬HUMAN¬
TRAFFICKING�¬!TTENDEES¬INCLUDE¬CASE¬MANAGERS�¬GUARDIANS¬AD¬LITEM�¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT¬PROFESSIONALS�¬CLINICIANS�¬
MEMBERS¬OF¬THE¬3TATE¬!TTORNEY�S¬(UMAN¬4RAFFICKING¬5NIT�¬AND¬OTHERS�¬&ROM¬-ARCH¬�����¬WHEN¬THE¬MEETINGS¬
BEGAN�¬UNTIL¬$ECEMBER¬�����¬THE¬GROUP�S¬WORK¬HAD¬RESULTED¬IN¬THE¬RECOVERY¬OF¬FIVE¬CHILDREN�

4HE¬-IAMI¬#!2%3¬PROJECT¬ALSO¬HELPED¬WITH¬THE¬FORMALIZATION¬OF¬'�2�!�#�%�¬#OURT¬TO¬ADDRESS¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS¬IN¬THE¬LEGAL¬SYSTEM�¬*UDGE¬3AMPEDRO¬)GLESIAS¬IN¬THE¬-IAMI$ADE¬COURT¬SYSTEM¬HAD¬
SHOWN¬SPECIAL¬INTEREST¬IN¬ASSISTING¬VICTIMS¬AND¬REQUESTED¬THAT¬CASES¬BE¬SENT¬TO¬HER¬DIVISION�¬BUT¬THE¬PROCESS¬WAS¬
INFORMAL�¬4HE¬NOWFORMALIZED¬PROCESS¬ALLOWS¬OTHER¬JUDGES¬TO¬SUBMIT¬A¬REFERRAL¬FORM¬TO¬-IAMI¬#!2%3¬WHEN¬A¬CHILD¬
INVOLVED¬IN¬A¬CASE¬MAY¬BE¬A¬VICTIM¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬4HE¬PROJECT¬CONDUCTS¬A¬MEETING¬WITH¬MULTIDISCIPLINARY¬
STAFF¬AND�¬IF¬IT¬DETERMINES¬THERE¬IS¬A¬CONNECTION¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬COORDINATES¬APPROPRIATE¬CLINICAL¬
INTERVENTIONS¬AND¬SUPPORTS¬AND¬TRANSFERS¬THE¬CASE¬TO¬'�2�!�#�%�¬#OURT�¬4HE¬'�2�!�#�%�¬#OURT¬JUDGE¬HANDLES¬ALL¬
THE¬DEPENDENCY¬AND¬DELINQUENCY¬CASES¬FOR¬THE¬CHILD¬AS¬WELL¬AS¬ANY¬CASES¬RELATED¬TO¬&LORIDA�S¬-ARCHMAN¬!CT�¬
WHICH�¬IN¬PART�¬PROVIDES¬FOR¬DRUG¬COURT¬PROGRAMS�¬$URING¬'�2�!�#�%�¬#OURT¬HEARINGS�¬THE¬ENTIRE¬TEAM¬WORKING¬
ON¬BEHALF¬OF¬THE¬CHILD¬�E�G��¬CASE¬MANAGER�¬GUARDIAN¬AD¬LITEM�¬THERAPIST�¬LIFE¬COACH	¬IS¬GIVEN¬THE¬OPPORTUNITY¬TO¬
PROVIDE¬UPDATES¬ON¬THE¬CHILD�S¬PROGRESS�¬4HE¬COURT¬ALSO¬PROVIDES¬TRAINING¬ON¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬TO¬OTHER¬JUDGES¬IN¬
THE¬-IAMI$ADE¬COURT¬SYSTEM�

&OR¬ADDITIONAL¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬THE¬-IAMI¬#!2%3¬PROJECT�¬LISTEN¬TO¬h)NTERAGENCY¬#OLLABORATION¬TO¬!DDRESS¬
(UMAN¬4RAFFICKING�v¬A¬WEBINAR¬HOSTED¬BY¬THE¬#HILDREN�S¬"UREAU�¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�CB�RESOURCE�
CHILDWELFAREPODCASTINTERAGENCYCOLLABORATION�¬

Training for Agency Staff and Partners
)N¬�����¬#ASEY¬&AMILY¬0ROGRAMS¬CONDUCTED¬A¬STUDY¬OF¬��¬
3TATES�¬��¬COUNTIES�¬.EW¬9ORK¬#ITY�¬0UERTO¬2ICO�¬AND¬THE¬
$ISTRICT¬OF¬#OLUMBIA¬ABOUT¬THEIR¬RESPONSES¬TO¬CHILD¬SEX¬
TRAFFICKING¬�#ASEY¬&AMILY¬0ROGRAMS�¬����	�¬.EARLY¬TWO
THIRDS¬���¬PERCENT	¬OF¬RESPONDENTS¬INDICATED¬THEIR¬AGENCY�S¬
STAFF¬HAD¬RECEIVED¬TRAINING¬SPECIFIC¬TO¬CHILD¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING�¬
3INCE¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬OFTEN¬COME¬INTO¬CONTACT¬
WITH¬SEVERAL¬AGENCIES�¬IT¬IS¬CRITICAL¬FOR¬TRAINING¬EFFORTS¬TO¬
INCLUDE¬BOTH¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AND¬RELATED¬PROFESSIONALS�¬
WHICH¬WILL¬HELP¬ESTABLISH¬A¬BROAD¬NETWORK¬OF¬SUPPORT¬THAT¬
UNDERSTANDS¬AND¬RECOGNIZES¬THE¬COMPLEXITIES¬OF¬HUMAN¬
TRAFFICKING¬AND¬USES¬A¬COMMON¬LANGUAGE�¬0ROPER¬TRAINING¬

ALSO¬WILL¬ASSIST¬PROFESSIONALS¬IN¬IDENTIFYING¬POSSIBLE¬SIGNS¬
OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬ENSURE¬VICTIMS¬RECEIVE¬NECESSARY¬
SERVICES�¬4RAINING¬CAN¬HELP¬PROFESSIONALS¬UNDERSTAND¬THAT¬
SURVIVORS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬ARE¬VICTIMS¬RATHER¬THAN¬
CRIMINALS�¬WHICH¬CAN¬INFLUENCE¬THE¬SYSTEM¬RESPONSE�

$/*�S¬/FFICE¬FOR¬6ICTIMS¬OF¬#RIME¬4RAINING¬AND¬
4ECHNICAL¬!SSISTANCE¬#ENTER¬OFFERS¬A¬VARIETY¬OF¬
TRAININGS¬ON¬ITS¬WEBSITE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�OVCTTAC�
GOV�

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

www.ourkids.us/
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/cb/resource/child-welfare-podcast-interagency-collaboration
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/cb/resource/child-welfare-podcast-interagency-collaboration
https://www.ovcttac.gov
https://www.ovcttac.gov
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Examples From the Field: Training
3EVERAL¬OF¬THE¬#HILDREN�S¬"UREAU�S¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬GRANTS¬FOCUS¬ON¬IMPROVING¬TRAINING¬FOR¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AND¬RELATED¬
PROFESSIONALS¬ON¬HOW¬TO¬BETTER¬RESPOND¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬

� 4HE¬+ING¬#OUNTY¬�7!	¬PROJECT¬DEVELOPED¬A¬STATEWIDE¬TRAINTHETRAINER¬PROGRAM¬TO¬ESTABLISH¬A¬UNIFIED¬APPROACH¬TO¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬ACROSS¬THE¬3TATE�¬"Y¬TRAINING¬INDIVIDUALS¬FROM¬A¬VARIETY¬OF¬FIELDS¬�E�G��¬CHILD¬WELFARE�¬LAW¬ENFORCEMENT�¬
ATTORNEYS	�¬THE¬PROJECT¬HOPES¬TO¬ESTABLISH¬A¬COMMON¬FOUNDATION¬FOR¬KNOWLEDGE�¬LANGUAGE�¬AND¬PRACTICE¬REGARDING¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬!¬NATIONALLY¬RECOGNIZED¬EXPERT¬HAD¬BEEN¬USED¬TO¬CONDUCT¬ALL¬THE¬TRAININGS�¬BUT¬THE¬PROJECT¬REALIZED¬IT¬
WAS¬OVERWHELMING¬FOR¬ONE¬INDIVIDUAL¬TO¬CONDUCT¬THE¬NUMBER¬OF¬TRAININGS¬REQUIRED�¬4HE¬PROJECT¬PARTNERED¬WITH¬THAT¬
EXPERT¬TO¬DEVELOP¬A¬�DAY¬PROGRAM¬TITLED¬Responding to the Sexual Exploitation and Trafficking of Youth—Train the 
Trainer.¬4RAINEES¬ATTEND¬FOR¬FREE¬IN¬EXCHANGE¬FOR¬AN¬AGREEMENT¬TO¬PRESENT¬THE¬Responding to the Sexual Exploitation 
and Trafficking of Youth TRAINING¬THREE¬TIMES¬PER¬YEAR¬WITHIN¬THEIR¬COMMUNITIES�¬!NOTHER¬BENEFIT¬OF¬THIS¬TRAINING¬IS¬THAT¬IT¬
ALLOWS¬FOR¬THE¬ATTENDEES¬TO¬TAILOR¬THE¬TRAININGS¬THEY¬PROVIDE¬IN¬TURN¬TO¬BE¬RELEVANT¬TO¬THEIR¬COMMUNITIES�¬&OR¬EXAMPLE�¬AN¬
ATTENDEE¬FROM¬A¬RURAL¬4RIBE¬COULD¬STRUCTURE¬A¬TRAINING¬THAT¬IS¬RESPONSIVE¬TO¬THE¬NEEDS¬AND¬ISSUES¬AFFECTING¬THAT¬
COMMUNITY�¬WHICH¬MAY¬BE¬DIFFERENT¬THAN¬WHAT¬IS¬AFFECTING¬A¬MORE¬URBAN�¬NON4RIBAL¬AREA�¬&OR¬MORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬
+ING¬#OUNTY�S¬EFFORTS¬TO¬ADDRESS¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬VISIT¬THE¬+ING¬#OUNTY¬#OMMERCIALLY¬3EXUALLY¬%XPLOITED¬#HILDREN¬
4ASK¬&ORCE¬WEBPAGE¬AT¬HTTP���WWW�KINGCOUNTY�GOV�COURTS�SUPERIORCOURT�JUVENILE�CSEC�ASPX�¬¬¬¬

� 4HE¬-ARYLAND¬PROJECT¬WORKED¬WITH¬THE¬(EALTHY¬4EEN¬.ETWORK¬�HTTP���WWW�HEALTHYTEENNETWORK�ORG�	¬TO¬DEVELOP¬A¬
HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬TRAINING¬FOR¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬PROFESSIONALS¬THAT¬APPLIES¬THE¬CONCEPT¬OF¬GAMIFICATION¬�I�E��¬INCLUDING¬
ELEMENTS¬OF¬GAMES¬TO¬PROMOTE¬PARTICIPATION	�¬2ATHER¬THAN¬RESPONDING¬TO¬A¬STATIC¬SCENARIO¬THAT¬IS¬GIVEN¬IN¬FULL¬AT¬THE¬
BEGINNING�¬THE¬BOARD¬GAME¬APPROACH¬ALLOWS¬A¬SMALL¬TEAM¬OF¬ATTENDEES¬TO¬WORK¬AS¬A¬GROUP¬TO¬ADDRESS¬A¬SCENARIO¬THAT¬
INCLUDES¬VARIOUS¬WRINKLES�¬JUST¬LIKE¬A¬REAL¬CASE�¬&OR¬EXAMPLE�¬AS¬THE¬TEAM¬IS¬WORKING¬TOWARD¬A¬SOLUTION�¬THEY¬MAY¬RECEIVE¬A¬
GAME¬CARD¬THAT¬STATES¬THE¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIM¬HAS¬DEVELOPED¬A¬TRAUMA¬BOND¬WITH¬THE¬TRAFFICKER�¬WHICH¬WILL¬AFFECT¬HOW¬THEY¬
PROCEED�¬¬

� 4HE¬-ASSACHUSETTS¬PROJECT¬DEVELOPED¬A¬TWOPHASE¬TRAINING¬TO¬BUILD¬A¬STATEWIDE¬RESPONSE¬SYSTEM¬TO¬ADDRESS¬HUMAN¬
TRAFFICKING�¬4HESE¬TRAININGS¬WERE¬DESIGNED¬TO¬MEET¬THE¬UNIQUE¬NEEDS¬OF¬COUNTIES�¬4HE¬PROJECT¬IS¬A¬PARTNERSHIP¬BETWEEN¬
-Y¬,IFE¬-Y¬#HOICE¬�-,-#	¬�HTTP���WWW�FIGHTINGEXPLOITATION�ORG�	�¬A¬PROGRAM¬OF¬THE¬*USTICE¬2ESOURCE¬)NSTITUTE�¬THE¬
3%%.¬�3UPPORT¬TO¬%ND¬%XPLOITATION¬.OW	¬PROGRAM¬�HTTP���WWW�SUFFOLKCAC�ORG�PROGRAMS�SEEN	�¬WHICH¬IS¬PART¬OF¬THE¬
#HILDREN�S¬!DVOCACY¬#ENTER¬OF¬3UFFOLK¬#OUNTY�¬AND¬THE¬-ASSACHUSETTS¬$#&¬�HTTP���WWW�MASS�GOV�EOHHS�GOV�
DEPARTMENTS�DCF�	�¬0HASE¬�¬INCLUDES¬�¬�¬DAYS¬OF¬TRAININGS¬FOR¬EACH¬COUNTY�¬4HE¬FIRST¬SESSION�Understanding and 
Responding to Victims of Commercial Sexual Exploitation�IS¬A¬FULLDAY¬TRAINING¬PROVIDED¬BY¬-,-#�¬)T¬HELPS¬ATTENDEES¬
UNDERSTAND¬HOW¬AND¬WHERE¬COMMERCIAL¬SEXUAL¬EXPLOITATION¬CAN¬OCCUR�¬IDENTIFY¬WHO¬IS¬VULNERABLE¬AND¬WHAT¬THE¬RED¬FLAGS¬
ARE�¬AND¬APPLY¬THE¬3TAGES¬OF¬#HANGE¬MODEL¬TO¬HELP¬RESPONSE¬WORKERS¬RECOGNIZE¬THE¬SIGNIFICANT¬CHALLENGES¬VICTIMS¬FACE¬
IN¬RECOVERY�¬4HE¬SUBSEQUENT¬TRAININGS¬ARE¬PROVIDED¬BY¬3%%.¬AND¬FOCUS¬ON¬BUILDING¬A¬MULTIDISCIPLINARY¬APPROACH¬AND¬
DEVELOPING¬A¬CHILD¬TRAFFICKING¬RESPONSE¬PROTOCOL�¬)T¬IS¬PROVIDED¬TO¬A¬CROSSSECTION¬OF¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AND¬JUVENILE¬JUSTICE¬
PROFESSIONALS�¬4HE¬PROJECT¬TYPICALLY¬CONDUCTS¬THE¬-,-#¬AND¬3%%.¬TRAININGS¬BACK¬TO¬BACK¬IN¬ORDER¬TO¬BUILD¬AND¬SUSTAIN¬
THE¬MOMENTUM¬WITHIN¬EACH¬COUNTY�¬

)N¬0HASE¬��¬THE¬PROJECT¬PROVIDES¬ADDITIONAL¬SUPPORT¬AND¬TECHNICAL¬ASSISTANCE¬TO¬EACH¬COUNTY¬IN¬DEVELOPING¬AND¬
IMPLEMENTING¬ITS¬PROTOCOL�¬4HE¬PROJECT¬OFFERS¬TARGETED¬ASSISTANCE¬ONSITE¬TO¬EACH¬COUNTY�¬PROVIDES¬ADDITIONAL¬TRAININGS¬
�E�G��¬A¬RESIDENTIAL¬PROGRAM¬LEADERSHIP¬TRAINING¬TO¬BUILD¬SERVICE¬CAPACITY¬IN¬THE¬COMMUNITY	�¬AND¬BRINGS¬MULTIPLE¬COUNTIES¬
TOGETHER¬TO¬DISCUSS¬CHALLENGES¬AND¬SHARE¬BEST¬PRACTICES�¬

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

http://www.kingcounty.gov/courts/superior-court/juvenile/csec.aspx
http://www.healthyteennetwork.org/
http://www.fightingexploitation.org/
http://www.suffolkcac.org/programs/seen
http://www.mass.gov/eohhs/gov/departments/dcf/
http://www.mass.gov/eohhs/gov/departments/dcf/
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Screening and Assessment Tools
)N¬ORDER¬FOR¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬TO¬RECEIVE¬THE¬
SERVICES¬AND¬SUPPORTS¬THEY¬NEED�¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AND¬RELATED¬
PROFESSIONALS¬MUST¬BE¬ABLE¬TO¬IDENTIFY¬THEM�¬2ECEIVING¬
TRAINING¬ABOUT¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬IS¬AN¬IMPORTANT¬STEP¬
TOWARD¬IMPROVED¬IDENTIFICATION�¬BUT¬PROFESSIONALS¬ALSO¬
NEED¬TO¬HAVE¬ACCESS¬TO¬TOOLS¬FOR¬SCREENING¬AND¬ASSESSING¬
VICTIMS¬AND¬POTENTIAL¬VICTIMS�¬!GENCIES¬MAY¬WANT¬TO¬
CONSIDER¬FORMALLY¬INCORPORATING¬THE¬USE¬OF¬THESE¬TOOLS¬INTO¬
THEIR¬POLICIES¬AND¬PRACTICES�¬4HIS¬COULD¬BE¬DONE¬BY¬USING¬
OR¬ADAPTING¬EXISTING¬TOOLS¬SPECIFICALLY¬DESIGNED¬TO¬IDENTIFY¬
VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬THEIR¬NEEDS�¬CREATING¬
NEW¬SCREENING¬AND¬ASSESSMENT¬TOOLS¬FOR¬TRAFFICKING�¬OR¬BY¬
INTEGRATING¬TRAFFICKING¬INDICATORS¬INTO¬TOOLS¬INTENDED¬TO¬
ADDRESS¬BROAD¬CHILD¬WELFARERELATED¬ISSUES�¬¬

4HE¬,OYOLA¬5NIVERSITY¬#ENTER¬FOR¬THE¬(UMAN¬2IGHTS¬
OF¬#HILDREN¬AND¬THE¬)NTERNATIONAL¬/RGANIZATION¬FOR¬
!DOLESCENTS¬DEVELOPED¬A¬SERIES¬OF¬TOOLS¬AND¬CHECKLISTS¬
TO¬HELP¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬PROFESSIONALS¬IDENTIFY¬POTENTIAL¬
CHILD¬VICTIMS¬OF¬BOTH¬SEX¬AND¬LABOR¬TRAFFICKING�¬4O¬VIEW¬
THESE¬RESOURCES�¬INCLUDING¬THE¬2APID¬3CREENING¬4OOL¬AND¬
THE¬#OMPREHENSIVE¬3CREENING¬AND¬3AFETY¬4OOL¬FOR¬#HILD¬
4RAFFICKING�¬REFER¬TO¬Building Child Welfare Response to 
Child Trafficking¬AT¬HTTP���WWW�LUC�EDU�MEDIA�LUCEDU�
CHRC�PDFS�"#72(ANDBOOK�����PDF�¬4O¬VIEW¬ADDITIONAL¬
SCREENING¬AND¬ASSESSMENT¬TOOLS¬FOR¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING�¬REFER¬
TO¬THE¬#HILDREN�S¬"UREAU�S¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬#APACITY¬"UILDING¬
#OLLABORATIVE�S¬Identifying Minors and Young People 
Exploited Through Sex Trafficking: A Resource for Child 
Welfare Agencies¬AT¬HTTP���GO�USA�GOV�X��-D�

Example From the Field: 
Screening and Assessment Tools
3INCE¬IT¬CAN¬BE¬DIFFICULT¬TO¬DOCUMENT¬IF¬A¬CHILD¬IS¬
A¬VICTIM¬OF¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬UNLESS¬THERE¬IS¬PRIOR¬LAW¬
ENFORCEMENT¬INVOLVEMENT¬OR¬SELFIDENTIFICATION�¬THE¬
-ARYLAND¬$EPARTMENT¬OF¬(UMAN¬2ESOURCES¬�$(2	¬
WANTED¬TO¬IMPROVE¬ITS¬IDENTIFICATION¬PROCESS�¬
$(2¬USES¬THE¬#HILD¬AND¬!DOLESCENT¬.EEDS¬AND¬
3TRENGTHS¬�#!.3	¬TOOL¬TO¬ASSESS¬CHILDREN¬INVOLVED¬
WITH¬ITS¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬SYSTEM�¬!¬SUPPLEMENTAL¬
#!.3¬TOOL¬EXISTS¬FOR¬ASSESSING¬WHETHER¬CHILDREN¬
ARE¬AT¬RISK¬FOR¬COMMERCIAL¬SEXUAL¬EXPLOITATION�¬BUT¬
$(2¬DID¬NOT¬WANT¬TO¬ADD¬ANOTHER¬ASSESSMENT¬
TO¬THE¬MANY¬OTHERS¬THAT¬CASEWORKERS¬ALREADY¬
CONDUCT�¬4HROUGH¬A¬#HILDREN�S¬"UREAU¬GRANT�¬
THE¬5NIVERSITY¬OF¬-ARYLAND�¬"ALTIMORE¬�5-"	¬HAS¬
HELPED¬$(2¬SCREEN¬FOR¬POTENTIAL¬VICTIMS¬OF¬SEX¬
TRAFFICKING¬BY¬USING¬DATA¬ALREADY¬GATHERED¬IN¬THE¬
#!.3�¬5-"¬IDENTIFIED¬WHICH¬ITEMS¬ON¬THE¬#!.3¬
SHOWED¬INCREASED¬RISK¬FOR¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬
DEVELOPED¬AN¬ALGORITHM¬THAT¬IS¬USED¬TO¬GENERATE¬A¬
MONTHLY¬REPORT¬OF¬CHILDREN¬AT¬RISK¬OF¬SEX¬TRAFFICKING�¬
4HE¬CASEWORKER¬THEN¬RECEIVES¬A¬NOTIFICATION¬SO¬THAT¬
SHE¬CAN¬CONDUCT¬ADDITIONAL¬SCREENING¬AND¬HELP¬THE¬
CHILD¬OBTAIN¬SERVICES�¬4HE¬VALIDITY¬OF¬THE¬SYSTEM¬
WAS¬TESTED¬BY¬USING¬DATA¬REGARDING¬YOUTH¬IN¬THE¬
CHILD¬WELFARE¬SYSTEM¬WHO¬WERE¬ALREADY¬KNOWN¬TO¬
HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED�¬!S¬OF¬$ECEMBER¬�����¬THE¬
PROJECT¬WAS¬PILOTING¬THE¬SYSTEM¬IN¬TWO¬JURISDICTIONS¬
�"ALTIMORE¬#ITY¬AND¬"ALTIMORE¬#OUNTY	�

&OR¬MORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬#!.3�¬WHICH¬IS¬A¬FREE�¬
PUBLIC¬DOMAIN¬TOOL�¬VISIT¬THE¬0RAED¬&OUNDATION¬AT¬
HTTP���PRAEDFOUNDATION�ORG�TOOLS�THECHILDAND
ADOLESCENTNEEDSANDSTRENGTHSCANS��¬

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

http://www.luc.edu/media/lucedu/chrc/pdfs/BCWRHandbook2011.pdf
http://www.luc.edu/media/lucedu/chrc/pdfs/BCWRHandbook2011.pdf
http://go.usa.gov/x92Md
http://praedfoundation.org/tools/the-child-and-adolescent-needs-and-strengths-cans/
http://praedfoundation.org/tools/the-child-and-adolescent-needs-and-strengths-cans/
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Designing Service Programs
!S¬DESCRIBED¬IN¬THE¬5NDERSTANDING¬6ICTIM¬.EEDS¬SECTION�¬
VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬REQUIRE¬SERVICE¬PROGRAMS¬
OFFERING¬MANY¬OF¬THE¬SAME¬SUPPORTS¬AS¬THE¬GENERAL¬CHILD¬
WELFARE¬POPULATION�¬SUCH¬AS¬PERMANENT¬FAMILIES¬AND¬
MENTAL¬HEALTH¬CARE�¬4HESE¬CHILDREN�¬HOWEVER�¬ALSO¬MAY¬
HAVE¬NEEDS¬THAT¬ARE¬UNIQUE¬TO¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS�¬AND¬
THEY¬REQUIRE¬SERVICE¬SYSTEMS¬THAT¬ACKNOWLEDGE¬AND¬ARE¬
RESPONSIVE¬TO¬THEIR¬CIRCUMSTANCES¬AND¬EXPERIENCES�¬&OR¬
EXAMPLE�¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS¬MAY¬BE¬IN¬THE¬5NITED¬3TATES¬
WITHOUT¬ANY¬FAMILY�¬OR¬THEY¬MAY¬BE¬ELIGIBLE¬FOR¬&EDERAL¬
PROGRAMS¬OR¬SERVICES¬THAT¬ARE¬SPECIFIC¬TO¬TRAFFICKING�¬

7HEN¬DEVELOPING¬SERVICE¬PROGRAMS�¬OR¬FINDING¬COMMUNITY¬
ORGANIZATIONS¬AS¬REFERRAL¬SOURCES�¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AGENCIES¬
SHOULD¬ENSURE¬THEY¬ARE¬VICTIM¬CENTERED¬AND¬TRAUMA¬
FOCUSED�¬#HILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED¬MAY¬BE¬
PERCEIVED¬AS¬CRIMINALS¬THEMSELVES�¬AND¬IT¬IS¬IMPORTANT¬FOR¬
THE¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AND¬RELATED¬SYSTEMS¬TO¬RECOGNIZE¬THAT¬
THESE¬CHILDREN¬ARE¬VICTIMS�¬5NFORTUNATELY�¬THE¬EVIDENCE¬
BASE¬ABOUT¬HOW¬TO¬SERVE¬THIS¬POPULATION¬IS¬SCANT¬�((3�¬
!#9&�¬�����¬)NSTITUTE¬OF¬-EDICINE¬�¬.ATIONAL¬2ESEARCH¬
#OUNCIL�¬����	�¬"ECAUSE¬OF¬THIS�¬AGENCIES¬AND¬SERVICE¬
PROVIDERS¬MAY¬NEED¬TO¬ASSESS¬INTERVENTIONS¬INTENDED¬
FOR¬POPULATIONS¬THAT¬MAY¬HAVE¬SIMILAR¬CHARACTERISTICS¬
OR¬SERVICE¬NEEDS¬TO¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS¬�E�G��¬RUNAWAY¬
AND¬HOMELESS¬YOUTH�¬SEXUALLY¬ABUSED¬CHILDREN	¬AND¬
ADAPT¬THEM¬TO¬MEET¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬THIS¬POPULATION¬�((3�¬
!#9&�¬����	�¬7HEN¬USING¬STRATEGIES¬INTENDED¬FOR¬OTHER¬
POPULATIONS�¬HOWEVER�¬PROVIDERS¬SHOULD¬ENSURE¬THE¬
STRATEGIES¬ARE¬FLEXIBLE¬ENOUGH¬TO¬MEET¬THE¬UNIQUE¬NEEDS¬
OF¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬TRAFFICKED�¬&OR¬EXAMPLE�¬A¬
TREATMENT¬FOR¬SEXUALLY¬ABUSED¬CHILDREN¬MAY¬BE¬RELEVANT¬
TO¬A¬CHILD¬WHO¬IS¬THE¬VICTIM¬OF¬COMMERCIAL¬SEXUAL¬
EXPLOITATION�¬BUT¬THE¬PROVIDER¬WOULD¬NEED¬TO¬ADAPT¬IT¬
SINCE¬THERE¬MAY¬BE¬DIFFERENT¬ISSUES¬AND¬GOALS¬FOR¬A¬CHILD¬
ABUSED¬BY¬A¬SINGLE¬FAMILY¬MEMBER¬AND¬A¬CHILD¬WHO¬WAS¬
SEXUALLY¬EXPLOITED¬BY¬MULTIPLE¬NONFAMILY¬PERPETRATORS¬
�&ONG¬�¬#ARDOSO�¬����	�¬¬

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�
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Examples From the Field: Designing Service Programs
4HE¬#HILDREN�S¬"UREAU�S¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬GRANTEES¬HAVE¬DEVELOPED¬A¬VARIETY¬OF¬SERVICE¬PROGRAMS¬TO¬ADDRESS¬THE¬
NEEDS¬OF¬CHILD¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�

� !FTER¬RECOGNIZING¬THAT¬THERE¬WAS¬A¬LACK¬OF¬FOSTER¬HOMES¬THAT¬WERE¬ABLE¬TO¬MEET¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS�¬
THE¬+ING¬#OUNTY¬PROJECT¬DESIGNED¬A¬PROGRAM¬TO¬ESTABLISH¬SPECIALIZED¬FOSTER¬HOMES¬FOR¬THIS¬POPULATION�¬
)N¬PARTNERSHIP¬WITH¬9OUTH#ARE�¬THE¬9-#!�¬#ASEY¬&AMILY¬0ROGRAMS�¬THE¬7ASHINGTON¬3TATE¬#HILDREN�S¬
!DMINISTRATION�¬AND¬THE¬COURTS�¬THE¬PROJECT¬DEVELOPED¬A¬CURRICULUM¬FOR¬FOSTER¬PARENTS¬AND¬POTENTIAL¬FOSTER¬
PARENTS¬ABOUT¬PROVIDING¬PLACEMENTS¬THAT¬SUIT¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬4HE¬CURRICULUM¬ALSO¬
ADDRESSES¬ISSUES¬FOR¬WHICH¬THIS¬POPULATION¬MAY¬BE¬AT¬HIGHER¬RISK�¬SUCH¬AS¬RUNNING¬AWAY�¬¬¬¬

� 4HE¬-IAMI¬#!2%3¬PROJECT¬ENABLED¬/UR+IDS¬TO¬EXPAND¬THE¬NUMBER¬OF¬SLOTS¬AVAILABLE¬FOR¬VICTIMS¬IN¬ITS¬
#(!.#%¬�#ITRUS¬(ELPING¬!DOLESCENTS¬.EGATIVELY¬IMPACTED¬BY¬#OMMERCIAL¬%XPLOITATION	¬PROGRAM�¬WHICH¬
INCLUDES¬SPECIALIZED¬THERAPEUTIC¬FOSTER¬HOMES¬AND¬WRAPAROUND¬SERVICES�¬&OSTER¬PARENTS¬PARTICIPATING¬IN¬
THE¬THERAPEUTIC¬PROGRAM¬RECEIVE¬TRAINING¬ON¬SUPPORTING¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬ARE¬VICTIMS¬OF¬COMMERCIAL¬SEXUAL¬
EXPLOITATION�¬AND¬THE¬CHILDREN¬RECEIVE¬ADDITIONAL¬SERVICES¬FROM¬A¬THERAPIST�¬LIFE¬COACH�¬AND¬TARGETED¬
CASEWORKER�¬4HE¬NUMBER¬OF¬SLOTS¬FOR¬THIS¬COMPONENT¬INCREASED¬FROM¬�¬TO¬���¬AND¬VICTIMS¬WHO¬ARE¬NOT¬PLACED¬IN¬
A¬THERAPEUTIC¬HOME¬ARE¬STILL¬ELIGIBLE¬TO¬RECEIVE¬WRAPAROUND¬SERVICES¬�E�G��¬THERAPY�¬LIFE¬COACHING�¬TARGETED¬CASE¬
MANAGEMENT	¬REGARDLESS¬OF¬WHERE¬THEY¬ARE¬PLACED�¬4HE¬NUMBER¬OF¬WRAPAROUND¬SLOTS¬WAS¬INCREASED¬FROM¬��¬
TO¬���¬4HE¬PROJECT¬ALSO¬CONVENES¬A¬MULTIDISCIPLINARY¬MEETING¬TO¬DISCUSS¬THE¬PROGRESS¬OF¬CHILDREN¬INVOLVED¬WITH¬
EITHER¬THE¬THERAPEUTIC¬HOMES¬OR¬WRAPAROUND¬SERVICES�¬&OR¬MORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬THE¬#(!.#%¬PROGRAM�¬
VISIT¬HTTP���WWW�CITRUSHEALTH�ORG�#(!.#%�¬

� 4HE¬#ONNECTICUT¬$#&¬PROJECT¬STRENGTHENED¬ITS¬PARTNERSHIP¬WITH¬,OVE����¬WHICH¬COORDINATES¬THE¬3URVIVOR¬#ARE¬
PROGRAM¬IN¬THE¬3TATE¬FOR¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬ARE¬IDENTIFIED¬AS¬HIGHRISK¬OR¬CONFIRMED¬VICTIMS�¬4HIS¬PROGRAM¬HAS¬TWO¬
COMPONENTS�

○ 2APID¬RESPONSE�¬4HE¬PROGRAM¬PROVIDES¬ONETIME¬INTERVENTIONS¬TO¬PROVIDE¬URGENT¬SERVICES�¬INCLUDING¬SAFETY
PLANNING¬AND¬RESOURCE¬REFERRALS�¬4HE¬WORKER¬ALSO¬PROVIDES¬THE¬CHILD¬WITH¬A¬SURVIVOR¬BACKPACK¬THAT¬INCLUDES
RESOURCE¬AND¬HOTLINE¬INFORMATION�¬A¬BLANKET�¬A¬JOURNAL�¬HYGIENE¬SUPPLIES�¬A¬TEDDY¬BEAR�¬AN¬EMERGENCY
PHONE�¬AND¬MORE�¬!FTER¬THE¬MEETING�¬THE¬,OVE���¬WORKER¬SENDS¬$#&¬A¬SUMMARY¬OF¬THE¬MEETING�¬INCLUDING
WHICH¬REFERRALS¬THE¬CHILD¬MAY¬NEED�

○ ,ONGTERM¬CARE�¬!¬SPECIALIZED¬LICENSED¬SOCIAL¬WORKER¬MEETS¬TWICE¬PER¬WEEK¬WITH¬CHILDREN¬AND¬IS¬ABLE¬TO
MEET¬THEM¬WHEREVER¬THEY¬ARE¬IN¬THE¬3TATE�

&OR¬MORE¬INFORMATION¬ABOUT¬THE¬3URVIVOR¬#ARE¬PROGRAM�¬VISIT¬THE¬,OVE���¬WEBSITE¬AT¬HTTPS���LOVE����ORG�
PROGRAMS�USSURVIVORCARE��

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

http://www.citrushealth.org/CHANCE
https://love146.org/programs/u-s-survivor-care/
https://love146.org/programs/u-s-survivor-care/
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Building Community Awareness
"UILDING¬COMMUNITY¬AWARENESS¬CAN¬HAVE¬A¬TWOFOLD¬EFFECT¬ON¬ANTITRAFFICKING¬EFFORTS�¬&IRST�¬IT¬CAN¬HELP¬WITH¬THE¬
IDENTIFICATION¬OF¬VICTIMS¬OF¬SEX¬AND¬LABOR¬TRAFFICKING�¬!WARENESS¬EFFORTS¬MAY¬HELP¬VICTIMS¬RECOGNIZE¬THEIR¬SITUATION�¬SELF
IDENTIFY�¬AND¬SEEK¬ASSISTANCE�¬4HESE¬EFFORTS¬ALSO¬CAN¬ALERT¬THE¬GENERAL¬PUBLIC¬TO¬THE¬SIGNS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬WHICH¬
MAY¬SPUR¬ADDITIONAL¬LEADS¬ABOUT¬AND¬REPORTS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬IN¬THE¬COMMUNITY�¬3ECOND�¬AWARENESS¬EFFORTS¬CAN¬HELP¬
PREVENT¬TRAFFICKING�¬0UBLIC¬AWARENESS¬CAMPAIGNS¬CAN¬HELP¬INFORM¬POTENTIAL¬VICTIMS¬ABOUT¬HOW¬TO¬RECOGNIZE¬CIRCUMSTANCES¬
THAT¬COULD¬POTENTIALLY¬BE¬RECRUITMENT¬STRATEGIES¬BY¬TRAFFICKERS¬AND¬HOW¬TO¬REQUEST¬HELP¬IF¬NEEDED�¬4HEY¬ALSO¬HAVE¬THE¬
POTENTIAL¬TO¬RAISE¬AWARENESS¬OF¬THE¬ISSUE¬AMONG¬INDIVIDUALS¬WHO¬MAY¬SOLICIT¬THE¬SERVICES¬OF¬TRAFFICKED¬CHILDREN¬OR¬ENGAGE¬
WITH¬BUSINESSES¬THAT¬EXPLOIT¬THEM�¬

Examples From the Field: Building Community Awareness
0ROJECT¬./¬2%34¬�.ORTH¬#AROLINA¬/RGANIZING¬AND¬2ESPONDING¬TO¬THE¬%XPLOITATION¬AND¬3EXUAL¬4RAFFICKING¬OF¬
#HILDREN	¬OF¬THE¬5NIVERSITY¬OF¬.ORTH¬#AROLINA¬AT¬#HAPEL¬(ILL¬PARTNERED¬WITH¬&/8¬��¬OF¬THE¬#APITOL¬"ROADCASTING¬
#OMPANY¬TO¬DEVELOP¬A¬PUBLIC¬AWARENESS¬CAMPAIGN¬ABOUT¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬4HE¬EFFORT¬IS¬FUNDED¬BOTH¬THROUGH¬
THE¬#HILDREN�S¬"UREAU¬GRANT¬AND¬FUNDS¬FROM¬THE¬'OVERNOR�S¬#RIME¬#OMMISSION�¬WHICH¬DISBURSES¬FUNDS¬FROM¬
THE¬6ICTIMS¬OF¬#RIME¬!CT¬�6/#!	�¬4HE¬CAMPAIGN¬IS¬FOCUSED¬ON¬REACHING¬OUT¬TO¬VICTIMS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬
FEATURES¬MULTIPLE¬COMPONENTS�¬

� &/8¬��¬IS¬AIRING¬PUBLIC¬SERVICE¬ANNOUNCEMENTS¬�03!S	¬ON¬ITS¬STATION�¬AND¬THE¬PROJECT¬IS¬USING¬6/#!¬FUNDS¬
TO¬PURCHASE¬AIR¬TIME¬IN¬OTHER¬AREAS¬OF¬THE¬3TATE�¬4HE¬CONTACT¬INFORMATION¬FOR¬ASSISTANCE¬ON¬THE¬03!S¬WILL¬LEAD¬
VIEWERS¬TO¬THE¬0OLARIS¬HOTLINE¬�PHONE¬AND¬TEXT	�¬WHICH¬CAN¬CONNECT¬THEM¬TO¬LOCAL¬SERVICES¬AND¬ASSISTANCE�

� &/8¬��¬ALSO¬HELPED¬CREATE¬AN¬ADDITIONAL¬0ROJECT¬./¬2%34¬WEBSITE¬�WWW�PROJECTNOREST�ORG	�¬4HE¬GOAL¬OF¬THIS¬
SITE¬IS¬TO¬HELP¬LINK¬INDIVIDUALS¬TO¬NEEDED¬ASSISTANCE¬AND¬HEIGHTEN¬AWARENESS¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬)T¬IS¬LESS¬
ACADEMIC¬THAN¬THE¬MAIN¬WEBSITE¬AND¬IS¬MORE¬APPROACHABLE¬TO¬A¬WIDE¬RANGE¬OF¬AUDIENCES�¬)T¬WILL¬INCLUDE¬LINKS¬
TO¬SERVICE¬PROVIDERS¬ACROSS¬THE¬3TATE�¬

� 0ROJECT¬./¬2%34¬ALSO¬IS¬USING¬WEBBASED¬SEARCH¬ADVERTISING¬TO¬REACH¬NEW¬AUDIENCES�¬7ITH¬SEARCH¬
ADVERTISING�¬WEB¬USERS¬MAY¬ENCOUNTER¬ADVERTISING¬FOR¬THE¬PROJECT¬ON¬VARIOUS¬WEBSITES¬BASED¬ON¬THE¬SEARCH¬
TERMS¬THEY¬HAVE¬USED¬ELSEWHERE¬�E�G��¬'OOGLE	¬THAT¬ARE¬RELATED¬TO¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING�¬&OR¬EXAMPLE�¬TARGETED¬
ADVERTISING¬MAY¬APPEAR¬IF¬USERS¬HAVE¬SEARCHED¬FOR¬TERMS¬INDICATING¬THEY¬ARE¬SEEKING¬HELP¬FOR¬A¬HUMAN¬
TRAFFICKING¬SITUATION¬OR¬IF¬THEY¬APPEAR¬TO¬BE¬SOLICITING¬SERVICES¬FOR¬WHICH¬A¬TRAFFICKED¬CHILD¬MAY¬BE¬EXPLOITED�¬
4HE¬PROJECT¬ALSO¬IS¬EXPANDING¬ITS¬WEB¬PRESENCE¬BY¬POSTING¬ON¬4WITTER¬AND¬&ACEBOOK�

4HE¬PROJECT¬HAS¬BEEN¬IN¬COMMUNICATION¬WITH¬SERVICE¬PROVIDERS¬ABOUT¬THE¬CAMPAIGN¬SO¬THEY¬ARE¬READY¬FOR¬A¬
POSSIBLE¬INFLUX¬OF¬CONTACTS¬AND¬REFERRALS�¬

4HIS¬MATERIAL¬MAY¬BE¬FREELY¬REPRODUCED¬AND¬DISTRIBUTED�¬(OWEVER�¬WHEN¬DOING¬SO�¬PLEASE¬CREDIT¬#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY�¬
4HIS¬PUBLICATION¬IS¬AVAILABLE¬ONLINE¬AT¬HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�PUBS�TRAFFICKINGAGENCIES�

www.projectnorest.org
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Conclusion
(UMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬IS¬A¬COMPLEX¬PROBLEM¬THAT¬REQUIRES¬A¬
MULTIFACETED�¬COLLABORATIVE¬RESPONSE�¬7ITH¬THEIR¬CLOSE¬
CONNECTION¬TO¬VULNERABLE¬CHILDREN¬WHO¬ARE¬AT¬HIGH¬RISK¬FOR¬
EXPLOITATION¬OR¬WHO¬MAY¬ALREADY¬BE¬VICTIMS�¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬
AGENCIES¬CAN¬BE¬CENTRAL¬PARTNERS¬IN¬THIS¬EFFORT�¬#HILD¬
WELFARE¬AGENCY¬LEADERSHIP¬SHOULD¬BE¬AWARE¬OF¬THE¬UNIQUE¬
CIRCUMSTANCES¬FACED¬BY¬VICTIMS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬AND¬ENSURE¬
THEIR¬AGENCIES¬ARE¬FULLY¬PREPARED¬TO¬SERVE¬THIS¬POPULATION�¬
4HIS¬MAY¬INCLUDE¬INCORPORATING¬PROTOCOLS¬FOR¬WORKING¬WITH¬
VICTIMS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING�¬INCLUDING¬A¬SCREENING¬PROCESS�¬INTO¬
AGENCY¬POLICY¬AND¬ENSURING¬STAFF¬RECEIVE¬TRAINING¬ABOUT¬
THE¬RISK¬AND¬SIGNS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬AS¬WELL¬AS¬THE¬AVAILABILITY¬
OF¬SERVICES¬AND¬SUPPORTS¬IN¬THE¬COMMUNITY¬THAT¬ARE¬WELL
INFORMED¬ABOUT¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬VICTIMS�¬!GENCIES¬
ALSO¬CAN¬PARTICIPATE¬IN¬DATACOLLECTION¬EFFORTS¬REGARDING¬
THE¬INCIDENCE¬OF¬HUMAN¬TRAFFICKING¬IN¬THEIR¬COMMUNITIES¬
AND¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF¬VICTIMS�¬4HIS¬CAN¬HELP¬CHILD¬WELFARE¬AND¬
PARTNER¬AGENCIES¬DETERMINE¬THE¬SCOPE¬OF¬TRAFFICKING¬IN¬THEIR¬
AREAS¬AND¬DEVELOP¬STRATEGIES¬TO¬PREVENT¬AND¬ADDRESS¬IT�

Additional Resources
� (UMAN¬4RAFFICKING¬�#HILD¬7ELFARE¬)NFORMATION¬'ATEWAY	
HTTPS���WWW�CHILDWELFARE�GOV�TOPICS�SYSTEMWIDE�
TRAFFICKING�

� &EDERAL¬'OVERNMENT¬%FFORTS¬TO¬#OMBAT¬(UMAN¬
4RAFFICKING¬�/4)0	
HTTPS���WWW�ACF�HHS�GOV�OTIP�RESOURCE�FEDERAL
GOVERNMENTEFFORTSTOCOMBATHUMANTRAFFICKING

� 0OLARIS¬
HTTPS���POLARISPROJECT�ORG�

� .ATIONAL¬#ENTER¬FOR¬-ISSING¬AND¬%XPLOITED¬#HILDREN¬
HTTP���WWW�MISSINGKIDS�COM

� (UMAN¬4RAFFICKING¬!WARENESS¬-ONTH¬�.ATIONAL¬#HILD¬
4RAUMATIC¬3TRESS¬.ETWORK	¬
HTTP���WWW�NCTSN�ORG�RESOURCES�PUBLICAWARENESS�
HUMANTRAFFICKING

� #OMMERCIAL¬3EXUAL¬%XPLOITATION¬OF¬#HILDREN¬AND¬
!DOLESCENTS�¬3ERVICES¬FOR¬6ICTIMS¬�#ALIFORNIA¬%VIDENCE
"ASED¬#LEARINGHOUSE¬FOR¬#HILD¬7ELFARE	
HTTP���WWW�CEBC�CW�ORG�TOPIC�COMMERCIALSEXUAL
EXPLOITATIONOFCHILDRENANDADOLESCENTSSERVICESFOR
VICTIMS�
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